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Clinical Observations. By A. P. REID, Professor
of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, Halifax
Medical College.

M. PREsIDENT,.-It is not mv intention to take
up the time of the Association with very lengthened
remarks, nor do I, for a moment, think that I have
anything new to offer-my desire being rather to
elicit discussion from those whose observations, coa-
tinued over a long period of time and with extended
opportunities, will b of great interest and value.'

1st.-Therapeutics of Chlorosis.'

All are aware that this extremely common malady
is very susceptible to treatient by the ordinary
means of -good diet, pure air, laxatives and ferru-
ginous and bitter tonics; but it has no less fallen to
the lot of many to see cases where these means com-
pletely fail to restore health, even when very judi-
ciously used, and it is to such as these that I wish'
to refer.

I will give a brief history of the first case that
proved rebellions to all ordinary medicati'n, and
gave rise to the ideas to be referred to.

A. B., aged 24, came under charge at the Provin-
cial and City Hospital, with the following history:
Had been admitted about two months previously,
under one of my colleagues, complaining of debility;
there was ammenorrhea, and the ordinary symptoms
of chlorosis. The recognised means of relief had been
judiciously used, but without benefit; in fact, the'
house-surgeon said she was worse than on admit-
tance.

Examination showed that there was no recog-
nizable disease of the heart, lungs, kidney, stomachi
or liver, but ammenorrhea strongly pronounced,
anemia and impoverished blood, venous hum, and
anemie cardiac murmur, and general anasarca, which,
simulated the last stage of, Bright's disease, with
inability to even sit up in bcd.
-I need not occupyyour time with the detail of treat-

ment by laxatives, tonics, alteratives, bandaging, etc.,
which left the patient in, if anything, a worse state,
so much so, that therc did not even seem a chance
for the continuance of life, and a departure from
ofdinary treatment became iniperative.

In discussing the subject 'with the clinical class it
was very evident that the blood, in addition to being
very watery, was loaded with excrementitious pro-,
ducts, and that the debilitated emunctories were
unable to remove these impurities from th'e blood.,

Acting on this assumption, I concluded that the
best tonie or alterative would be liquor potassà,.as
it excels all other diuretics in the amount of solids
carried away by the kidneys.

Its use was contra-indicated from its known effeeb
of producing debility and a watery state of the blood!
when long continued, and as well of impairing;
digestion.

Evidently, however, the patient would not hold
out unless relieved speedily, and the liquor potassoc
was given a trial-10 minim doses in mucilage three
times a day.

In the course of two days, the very swollen con-
dition of the legs was a little ameliorated (no ban-
daging being used) and the appetite was, if any-
thing, better.

This improvement continued, and in the course of
two weeks she was able to sit up, the anasarca hav-
ing quite disappeared. The cardiac mu-mur was
lessened, and the pasty color of the skin was a little
relicved.

In three weeks time the liq. potas. was discon
tinued; she had become very well, and was able
leave the Hospital in five weeks quite restored. Milk
and'nourishing diet, with liq. potass. being the only
means used. Since then, I have frequently resorted
to this drug in anemia ammenorrha, and, with few
exceptions, with very great satisfaction, and in no
case have I seen it productive of injury.

I have not been able to account for its failure in
the few instanceswhere iron has been subsequently
required;. but, even thon, I think it had been of
service by enabling, the iron to act with greater
promptitude.

In considering the course of chlorosis, we first
have retention of the masses of an excrementitious
blood, which debilitates, -if it do not poison, the
assimilating properties of the tissues, and if this be
,the fact, an àgent which would stimulate and assist
excretion should be the most efficient medicine. Such
we have In liq.,potass., and to this I attribute its
curative power-the blood poison being reioved the
assimulative powers rapidly recuperate, without the
necessity for special tonics.

During my last three months' duty at the Hospital,
every case( six in number) of uncomplicated chlorosis
was placed on liq. potass., and all got well rapidly,
without other medication, unless- a laxative when
necessary. One case; with marked hysteria, was not
benefited, and under subsequent treatment with iron,
quinine, and other tonics, any improvement could
not be detected.
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2nd.-Administration of iJfercury as a means of
.Diagnosis.-It has often fallen to the lot of the
every day practitioner, and partieularly to those
having charge of hospitals, that cases, both male and
female, present themselves witbout symptoms suffl
ciently definite to assure a correct diagnosis. It
may be of malaise, or loss of vision, or some cuta-
neous eruption, or loss of power of muscles more or
less extensive, where a direct history of syphilis can-
not be obtained, or where there is every reason to
believe that it is not the cause, or with foreign sailors
who cannot make themselves well understood.

In such cases, after promoting due performance
of all the secretions as far as possible, when ordinary
treatment fails, I have got into the habit of prescrib-
ing one grain of protoxide of mercury three times a
day, and in a very great number (of such as the
above referred to) marked improvement slows itself.
The drug is not pushed far enough -to produce any
very marked constitutional symptoms, other than
perhaps a slight tenderness of the gums. Often full
benefit is received without going this far.

Ijta s n Myintention to enter into any discussion
on this subject, for I have not suficient basis.

Good results from the administration of mercury
loes not necessarily indicate that the malady was
syphilitic, for we are all well aware of the beneficial
influence of this alterative in many forms of disease-
But I suspect that, where it is followed by rapid
qenefit, th'ere is room. for grave suspicion of a form, of
constitutional syphilis, particularly in the case of
sailors. Thave.often tried iodide of potass. where
syphilitic taint was suspected, but with far more
frequent failures than in the case of mercury.

I have thus far occupied your time with subjects
that I do not consider as having anything of novelty
about them, and have not, (with the exception of
one) cited cases, because it appears tome there is no
need to do more than mention the circumstances.

A great deal of our practice is routine, even with
a correct:diagnosis. We first try one means and
then another, owing to the. peculiarities.of different,
constitutions, and of the sane constitution or indi-
vidual under changed conditions, and also because
"Armamenta medicorum" are more numerous than
effective.

But where 'diagnosis isat fault, routine becomes
extremely vague.

This paper is, in fact, an acknowledgment of the
neeessity of routine in a class of disease; but in the

Case of Bent Knee.
disease of the joint,
ed by an operation.
Truro, N. S.

Resulting from' Chronie
eleven years standing; restor.,

By CIARLES BENT, M.D,

Louisa, aged 14 yéars, daughter of Mr. Wm,
Birrell of this town, came under my treatment.
eleven years ago, at that time aged 3 years, for sub.
acute inflammatory disease of the knee joint.
characterized by heat, pain, swelling and inability to
move the joint without causing pain, attended with

general constitutional derangement.
I was unable to trace it to any injury, and ne.

cause could be assigned, as far as lier parents knew.
except that she was a very active, playful child,,
and might have hurt it. However, I think it may
be attributed more to constitutional than to anyj.
local cause, as, ber diathesis is evidently of- a
strumous nature. In the treatment of the ase
I resorted at first to antiphlogistic measures,
which consisted principally in the application of:
leeches to the joint, and administering purga
tives with such other means as the case demand-
ed, until the active symptoms abated. But
to my disappointment it assumed a chronic formr
and I followed up the treatment by counter-irritation,
by blisters occasionally on the inside of the knee,
and at intervals painting with.tincture iodine, at the
same time giving alteratives and tonics-ý iodide and
bromide of potassium combined- with iron and
quinine with good.nourishing diet, and sent into theC
open air as much as possible.

This course of treatment.was continued for seve-.
ral years, pretermitting it from time to time as the-
symptoms of the case warranted. There were times,
when she would be quite free from .any suffering,
and continue so for months ; at the sane time there
was an enlargement of the joint, and the skin tense
and.shiny. and, veins full, and when felt, a sensation,

of heat in the part, but well enough.to go about on
crutches. Then she would have a return of pain,
and increased swelling, chiefly on the inside of the
head of the tibia, which always yielded speedily to
counter-irritation by a blister or two on the inside of -
the knee.

The, leg, during this -long and - tedious. illness,"
gradually became flexed on! the thigh as much as it
could, which I deemed, advisable not to attempt-to
counteract from the fact that any meddling with its:
position in any way contrary to that of its natural
inclination, rendered it so painful that she.co-ild noV

case of mercury, I think the leaning is, if anything,- suffer it, and the result of the case showed that that'
towards diagnosis. was the best course to adopt.
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There was a good deal of wasting of the muscles
of the leg and thigh, or, more correctly speaking,
they had not, from want of actiorr, become developed.
There was also an apparent enlargement of the con-
dyles.frorm this wasting, and yet there is evidently
a real enlargement which I consider to be the result
of a thickening of the soft parts.

For the past year she bas been entirely free of
disease in the joint, andgeneral health good, but the
limb deformed, stiff and totally useless-so complete-
ly flexed on the thigh that it appeared as if the
head of the tibia was drawn away from the condyles,
therefore I decided that the time had arrived for
an- operation.

On the first of June, 1875, assisted by Dr. Page,
she was put under the influence of chloroform, and
I divided the biceps tendon, and immediately, but
gradually, brought the limb straight, which required
considerable force in order to break up old adhesions,
evidenced by a good deal of creaking in the joint;
then it was allowed to assume the flexed.position it
had been in for a number of -eas, dressed the
wound-with a piece of adhesive plaster-indeed, it
could scarcely be called a wound-and bandaged the
knee, and allowed it to iemain eight days, during
which time she had no pain or swelling. Then I
again put lier under chloroform and brought the leg
straight with less difficulty than at the first operation,
and placed it in a box extending two-thirds on the
thigh and beyond the foot, secured by a broad ban-
dage over the knee and a narrow one at each end,
and retained it there for two weeks; then removed
the box and bandaged the knee, and gradually got
lier on lier feet. She is now able to walk the
streets with the aid of a cane, and will, from the rapid
way the limb is gaining strengtb, and at the same
time acquiring -confidence in herself, be able, in a
short time, to'throw aside all artificial support and
depend upon ber lçg, which lias been useless for
eleven years.. During the first few days, after
straightening the leg 'and conflning it in the box, she
complained of a stiff and uncomfortable feeling in it,
which required a few doses of morphia to compose
lier, but no inflammatory action followed and no
other treatment was required. I may remark .that s
I delayed operatag inr ths case until I felt quite v
sure that the disease: had entirely yielded, lest any
interference might possibly renew the trouble, and I
believe the little girl will be amply rewarded for i
exercising so much patience and fortitude in the
satisfaction of ,being permanently -restored from a i
cripple,' which deprived her largely of all worldly, tenjoyments, to one of ease and comfort. .

PROPRIETY OF BLEEDING IN ACUTE DISEASES,

BY J. T. MITdELL' P. B. c.'s., bTO.

"Medio butissimus ibis,'

During more than thidy years I have filled ther
office of medical director of one of the largest life-
insurance companies of the country, and one part of'
my duty in it lias been to record the cases of deathi
that occur therein, and the causes thereof; andý
from the frequent instances in- which death has'
occurred from acute pleuro-pneumonia, peritonitis,
and other inflammatory attacks of vital organs, in
subjects many of whom were young, and who, before
thse fatal illnesses, had enjoyed robust and
vigorous health, I have been induced to ask myself
-What has been, and what is, the cause of this
fatality ?-when, in considering its comparative
:arity in my own extensive and protracted experi-
ence, l have been drawn to the conclusion that the
valuable theory of inflammation taught by 'the
immortal Hunter is thoroughly misunderstood, and
bas been so now for a long period, and therefore the
most palpable means for its relief lias been so
neglected. I allude to general and free bleeding in
the early stages of such affections--a practice which
for many years has been mostunwisely and unjustly
reprobated by teachers and hospital practitioners,
and which now is scarcely ever heard of but as one
to be utterly condemned.

During the last year, however, my hopes have
been revived in the belief that physiologists and
pathologists are returning to a wise reconsideration
of the legitimate use of this pffective agent--the
lancet. First, as it was shown in the address of
that acute observer, deep thinker, and woridwide-
esteemed pathologist and physiologist, Sir James
Paget-given by him before the assemblage of the
British Medical Association at its meeting in 1874,
at Norwich-in which le alluded with so much force
of argument to the neglected practice of general
bleeding in acute disease, and to its great value
when adopted under the guidance of sound-nmedical
intelligence; and secondly, in the published opinions
on the same subject, made by Dr.- Richardson and
others, who have had extensive and convincing
experience in the proper use of the remedy,, found in
papers pubHished in the medical periodicals.

I remember, also, that some years since I was
present at a- -meeting of the H1-unterian Society of
Ljondon, when the late Mr. Selly read a paper on the
ubject of bleeding, in which lie expressed himself
ery much in the same manner, and having the
ame object before him as Sir James Paget had in
lie address above alluded to, setting forth the neglect
nto which this remedy had unfortunately fallen,
onsidering, as he did, its great value when used
vith sound discretion, and confining its use to cases
n which recently established congestion or inflamma-
ion existed in vital organs-a state which if not
nchecked in the early and first stages, so rapidly
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Tuns on to destructive disorganization, such as
sphacelus, abscess,- dangerous hemorrhages (in the
'brain or lungs), dropsies, injurious adhesions,
tutpourings of coagulable lympb, and death, as well
as in permanent enlargements and indurations
of viscera, and many other chronic affections with
which modern practice has continually to contend,
and which, by the adoption of this remedy at the
proper period, would often have been entirely pre-
vented.

I am quite willing to acknowledge that there was
a time when miany men, guided by mere custom or
ignorant routine, ùiost inconsiderately bled, too
frequently, and to a most injurious extent, by which
recoveries were greatly impeded, and perhaps where
even death was the result; but there never was a
time when, in robust subjects attacked with acute
local congestion, bleeding adopted at a sufficiently
early period did not readily suspend excessive
vascular action, and so tend to prevent subsequent
disorganization. But I repent, that it is only at a
very early period that this remedy can be so advan-
tageously employed; for, after the first stages of
these affections are passed, seldoma anything but
disadvantage can be expected to follow, for then
every drop of blood--the very "pabulum vitoe "-
the essential material required to carry on the
reparation of the damage done by the diseuse and
restoration of the lost strength-and every means
having reparation for its object, must be devised and
adopted-is urgently wanted.

I will,-however, most earnestly emphasize my fixed
conviction, by declaring that nothing that I have
observed in the extensive field of public and private
practice, now protracted, as student and practitioner,
beyond sixty years, has ever shown me that the
abstraction of blood, under the circunustancos de-
scribed, bas ever done harm, or bas not been the
most ready and efficient means of cure.

In the year 1847, during the notorious epidemie
of influenza, then extensively prevailing throughout,
this country, and which was especially severe in the
parish of Lambeth, in which at that time I was a
district medical officer, vIery many cases- of acute
pleuro-pneumonia came under my treatment, which
gave me a most extensive opportunity for observing
the effect of general bleeding in acute disease. In
one day, I and my assistants then saw as many as
two hundred and thirty-four cases, almost all being
lung and chest affections, more or less acute.

At that time I had a very intelligent assistant who
had been for some time a pupil at one of our largest
hospitals, where, for twelve months, Le had been
observing the practice of the 'physicians of the
institution, and I shall never forget the astonishment
which lie expressed on seeing my treatment in a case
of pleuro-pneumonia that occurred in a young and
previously robust and healthy man. One morning,
whilst he and I were engaged among a crowd of
waiting people, a young woman, in a most excited
state, Tushed unceremoniously into the surgery,
pushing the people aside, and with great importunity
came up·to me, exclaiming,, 4 Oh, Sir, do come

as soon as possible to see my' husband, for Le i
dying !"

I asked ber from what Le was suffering, his ag,
and bis business, when she answered-" le is a
carter, .aud about twenty-six years of age; Le a
quite well thé day before yesterday, until night
when Le was seized with difficulty in breathingo a
dreadful cough, and agonizing pain in the side ;hs
face is now perfectly blue, and bis hands and feet
are as cold as ice."

As her importunity was so great, I said to mnc
assistant, " This poor fellow is suffering from acute
pleuro-pneumonia ; go down, and immediately take
from his arm twelve or sixteen ounces of blood.".

IUpon which lie said, " I never bled in my lifef
and I have not a laneet." I then gave bim a lancet,
and a short lecture on bleeding, and sent hin off with
the poor woman ; very soon after which Le returned,
and told me that " the poor man was dying, and
nothing ould save him-indeed, h, was pulseless]
and cold,"w

-As soon as we had dismissed thescases surround.
ing us, we proceeded together to the patient's bouse
where I found him suffering in the manner describe
by bis wife and by the assistant. I Lad seen cases
much in the same state, but perhaps never under the
same extremely alarming circumstances. His wife
now repeated what she had told me before of his
previous condition, adding that Le had always been
a most temperate man, and haud never been ill before,
Well, what was to be doue to give hin any chanice
of relief ? I said to the assistant, " I shall at once
bleed him." This evidently excited his ridicule.
" What! "said he, "bleed a pulseless man ? "Yes
said I; ." wait and sec the effect of my attempt," '

I first procured two large pails, and got theu
filled with water about 100.0 laving placed
them at the side of the bed, I cautiously raised his M
from the recumbent to the sitting position on thse
edge of the bed, and put each foot and leg into one of
the pails. I then had two wash-hand basins nearly
filled with water of the same temperature, and
placed bis bands and arms as deeply as I could into
them. I then tied up bis right arm, for the purpee
of " raising a vein." At first, pulseless as he wasat
the wrist, no vein would rise, but after a minute 't'r
two a vein became sufficiently prominent to enablc'
me to make a free incision into it ; the first effectf
this was that blood flowed only drop by drop, but
in a short time a small continuous stream followed
until enough blood had passed to relieve the stà
nant circulation, when the strearm increased, ande
last it flowed pleno vivo-upon whichi my youulg
friend's formerly sceptical countenance changed, aud
began to brighlten with evident astonishment, and be
expressed bis wonderment. By this time the i9lSe
at the wrist had become'restored to considerble
power, the tenous livid congestion of the face h
greatly lessened, and very soon it entirely passéd
away. I now requested the man to inspire as deepl
as he could, upon which he' said, the pain in'tb
ehest and side was greatly lessened. I still allowV

,the blood to flow, until sixteen ounces had ebée
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collected in the. basin, at which time he said lie had
no more pain, but he felt extremely faint ;- upon
which, having secured the vein, I removed him from
a sitting te a recumbent position, and gave hiaxitwo
grains of opium ; after whicb, having darkenWd, the
room by drawing down the blind, we left him; bav-
ing directed the wife te give him nothing but warm
milk, and as much as be might be disposed to take;
and if he should fall asleep, by all means to prevent"
bis being awoke'

All this took place about mid-day, and at six in
the evening we went again to see him, , when we
found him with a countenance bearing a natural as-
pect, pulse distinct and of moderato powér, and
about 100 in the minute; bis breatbing was very
much relieved, but still more frequent than natural;
but the pain inthe side had returned te a slight ex-
tentupon wbich I again tied up bis arm, and, from
the sane drifice previously made in the vein, drew
off, in a good stream, six ounces more bldod; this
entirely relieved him.' I then repeated the dose of
two grains of opium, and left him, baving reiterated
the instructions given in the morning.

From this time, by implicit rest, sedative dia-
phoretic medicine, counter-irritation by mustard-
plasters on the chest, and light nutritious diet-
chiefly niilk -ho day by day rapidly improved, so as
te be able te return te bis work after a, fortnight's
interval.

On observing the conspicuously sudden and un-
mistakable result which followed the bleeding, my
young friend declared, as we walked from the bouse,
that he had learned more of practical pathology,
therapeutics, and physiology, relating >te the
functions of the heart and lungs, from this case and
treatment, than ho had gained by ·all bis previous
studies and observations made during the time which
he had spent at the hospital, and in the couisenf
bis four yeare' previous apprenticeship, which ho
had passed in a large dispensary in a populous town
in the West of England.

Innumerable cases of the same severe type as the
one described-perhaps few of the samevery alarm-
ing character-have been treated in like manner, and
with the sanie success, in my experience, and
especially cases of puerperal peritonitis, of which
twenty-seven have fallen under my treatment within
the last fifty years, one only of the number having
proved fatal. Therefore, my faith in the judicious
use of the lancet bas never forsaken me during the
protracted period of clamor which has se long exi tedà
against it.

It may well be asked why it is that, within the
last thirty years, se great a revolution has taken
place in the practice of medicine, and that touchers
now almost universally reprobate abstraction of
blood in the treatment of strongly-marked con-
gestions and inflammations? ,The answer appears
to me te be this-that cases such as I have de-
scribed scarcely ever are admitted into hospitals in
the very early stages,. and at the time wben this
remédy can be advantageously used ; for in most

'cases many days have 'necessarily intervened from

the dy when the attack first canie on; to the day
when thus admitted, and bh'time has.gone by for
the judicious abstraction of blood, and the stage of
the iliness has arrived when the repairing:functions
alone are to h considered and aided; and the patient
has to be supported by tomics, cordials, and judicious-
ly selected food. : l '
- Another great impedjneut bas stood in the way

of the practice of judici6us bleeding, which is the
strong objection felt by patients against submitting
to any; the most trifling, surgical operation, which
has been allowed to guide the decision of médical
advisers too frequently. And -I fear that a third
cause may be lound in the incapacity and bungling
in the performance of the operation felt by some
unpractised bards.

If the abstraction of blood in all cases ho se uni-
versally injurious, as many pathologists have taught,
why is it that in so many cases of extensive hemorr-
bage, produced by natural causes, so little injuryis
known te follow ?-as in epistaxis, in cases of
vertigo, in which pints have been' lost within a few
hours, and fatal apoplexy has been averted ; or in,
hæematemesis, in cases of gastritis, when immense
quantities of blood have been vomiited, and nothing
but the cure of the patient bas been the i.esult; or in
cases of post-partum hemorrhage, or in miscarriages,
where women bave lost enormous quantities of blood,
when the normal quantity has been soon restored,
and no anæmic evils have, after a time, been loft.

There will net be-many more years left te me, at
my advanced stage of life, te observe what beneficial
consequences may follow this apparent returning
prospect of good practice ; but I do hope, from the
present scintillation of liglit breaking on the horizon,
that the bright day of common sense is not far off
when the lancet will be restored te its teo-long-lost
legitimate use; but I do trust that it never will
again be used in the same careless, reckless, irrational
manner, as in times now happily long passed, nor
to the same damaging extent as we have heard of as
still prevailing in a Southera State, where, by the
repeated and unwarrantable abstraction of blood, not
only the life of a great statesmaun of its own is'said
te have been sacrificed, but also that of one of our
own most highly talented artists, for a time happen-
ing te fall ill whilst there visiting, both of whom, by
report, seem to have been little short of bled ,to
death.

Let, thon, the poetic advice set forth by Ovid, as
given by Sol te Phebus, familiar to us in our school-
days, and quoted at, the head of this paper, be our
mette and guide in the future use of our lancets,
which, when 'simply translated, meanus, Avoid ex-
tremes -- Medical Times and Gazette.

ON PILES, THEIR DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT.*
BY ALFRED cOoPER, F.B.C.s.

From the London Medical, Examiner, Feb. 10, 1876.
Piles is the popular name for the second most con

mon disease of the rectum ; net the Most coimon,
as one would think, by every disease'of that region

Read before the ßarveian Society.
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being called piles. It is common, on asking a
patient who comes before me for the first time, at a
certain special hospital to which I am attached, what
he complains of, to receive as answer " Piles."
" Who told you so ? " " My doctor." " Did lie
make any examination of the part?" '"No."
" What did lie give you ?' " A brown ointment
to use and some brown stuif to take." Gentlemen,
I have seen fistula, fissure, mucous tubercles, strict-
ure, cancer, foreign bodies, (such as fish-bones) and
pruritus, treated by these two universal remedies-
the ointment causing, as you may imagine, generally
an increase to the pain from wbich the patient was
already suffering enoughi. The rectum is almost, if
not quite, the most sensitive part of the body, and
its diseases cause as much suffering as any other
part, and therefore we cannot be too careful in our

agnosis.
Po diagnose " piles " is very easy, you would
:but I have seen several cases where -mistakes

have been made by surgeons attached to our large
hospitals, simply from a want of care in their
diagnosis. One case, I remember, which I asked
my colleague, Mr. Allingham, to see with, me, in
vhich a celebrated hospital surgeon was'going to

operate for internal piles on a patient who had cancer
of the rectum in a very advanced condition. Also
another case which occurred lately, in which I was
asked to remove some external piles, said to be so by
a surgeon of one of oir large, hospitals, who had
made no internal examination, and ordered lead
lotion externally. I found a large polypus. attached
to the front wall of the rectum, but no external
piles. To diagnose an external pile is a very easy
matter; if you just separate the buttocks and look
you will find if there be one, a round dark-looking
swelling, having a smooth surface, and feeling very
tense in its consistence, the patient complaining of
great pain whcn the swelling is touched. An exter-
nal pile is venons in its character, and consists, as a
rule, of a clot of coagulated venons blood held in a
small vein, or extravasated into its neighboring tissue,
and is generally caused by some stoppage to the
return of blood through the liver, and is comnionly
produced by errors in diet, and sitting in danp
places or on wet saddles.

It is common to call all pieces of redundant skia
in this part external piles, which is quite a mistake,
as they more frequently indicate mischief inside
the bowel.

To Diagnose Internal Piles.

If a patient tells you that, on going to the closet,
something always protrudes, you had better give
himi an enema of warn water, and ask himn to go to
the closet, and when the water has come away to
put a towel to the part and come and lie down, on
the sofa. Then you can see what it is, and, as a
rule, you will find one or more tumors, which your
patient will say came down when at the closet, which
may bleed or not, and which go up of their own
accord after keeping quiet a short tiie; this is the
first stage of internal piles. In the second stage
they come down, and have always to be replaced.

In the third stage they come down' on the: least
exertion, and it is difficult to keep them up when
replaced. In this stage, not unfrequently, theye
come down and remain down, and nature herself
operates on them by strangulating them with hr
ligature the sphincter, and they slough away.

Internal piles are composed of large dilated blood.
vessels, united by connective tissue and covered with
mucous membrane, which usually bleeds at the
slightest touch; they are sometimes more arterial,
sometires more venons in their character. They
are caused like the external by some stoppage in the
circulation of the blood, and are produced also, like
them, by errors of diet and a sedentary life, but
unlike the external piles, they are often hereditary.

Gentlemen, I hope I have shown how very easy it
is to-diagnose " piles," and I would most strongly
suggest that you always make a proper visiti anad
tactile examination of the rectum beforé giving an
opinion, and not attempt to diagnose diseases of this
part by looking at your patient's tongue, as was the
custom of a certain American doctor, who once told
me lie could usually tell when a patient had rectal
disease, or any other, by certain marks on his
tongue.

We now come, gentlemen, to the treatment of
piles.

We must first try and remove, if possible, the
causes, by attending to any errors in diet,' or mode
of living, and regulating the action of the bowelsj
the liver, too, hould receive our special attention-
Our next treatment should be local, cold applica
tions, as a.rule, being better than warm, except for
external piles, in pregnancy, when warm applications
are best. For external piles I prefer astringent
lotions to ointments, and never, use gall ointment, aî
I have seldoni seen it do any good wlien ordered bj
other surgeons, and it is a very dirty application
Ointments are more.useful when any abrasion of the
skin or ulceration co-exists with an externai pile.
Should this treatment fail to give relief; I incise the
piles.and let out the clot, and then use cold applicüd
tions, and I have never seen any ill consequences
follow the treatment.

The treatment for internal piles must also be to
try and remove anything causing obstruction tothe
return of blood by paying particular attention t
the regular action of the bowels, by getting them to
act before going to rest (a great confort to patient
who have to work during the day), to bathe the pileî
when they come down with cold or iced water, ad
always carefully to return them with a little simple
oimtment. By these means patients maygo on for a
long time, without suflicient inconvenience to cause
an operation to become necessary.

We now come to the question, When ought we ta
operate to remove internal piles ? .Never, if the
patient is a full-blooded person, who has sufferd
from congestion of the head, which is always relieved
by the bleeding fron the piles, or in patients Iwh
have periodical hemorrlhage from their piles, wvith
relief to thèmselves. I have seen twodeaths follýV
soon after the operation where this rule had nt
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been adhered to; the patients both died from
apoplexy. Be careful to examine with the finger to
find that no more serious disease exists. The cases
for operative interference are those in which the
patient has become quite emaciated from loss of
blood; also, those cases where they cause great dis-
comfort by the constant irritating discharge from
them, and nearly always in the third stage, when
they remain down, and prevent a patient moving
about.

There are three ways of destroying internal piles;
by the ligature, by the clamp and actual, cautery,
and by nitrie acid. I have seen the ligature used
by my colleagues, and have used it myself now for
eleven years, without a bad case, nor have we had a
case of pyemia (in over four thousand cases at St.
Mark's Hospital) occurring after the operation.
The operation we do at St. Mark's lospital, and
which was handed down to us by Mr. Salmon, is to
pull down with a fork, or vulsellum, the tumor, and
with'a pai'r of scissors divide it from the skia, eut-
ting in the groove you will always find between the
skin and mucous membrane, and in a straight hune
with the bowel. Then your assistant lifts up the
pile, and yon place your ligature in the cut you
have made; your assistant then pulls the pile down
over the ligature, and you tie it at its base and
return it, or eut it off as you like and remove any
external redundant skin you may think necessary,
being careful not to remove too much. The liga-
tures generally come away in four or five days, and
the patient is about again in seven or ten days.
The old method of transfixing the pile with double
ligatures and tying each half, is still .practised, I
believe, by some of our hospital surgeons; but it is
not, I think, so good an operation. The clamp I
seldom use, as I have not found any of the advan-
tages claimed for it over the ligature.' Nitrie acid
I have left off using, except in slight cases (when it
astringes them up very successfully), as I' have had
two cases of severe hemorrhage following its use
when the sloughs came away; and my colleagues
have also had severe hemorrhage occurring after the
application of nitricacid. 0 '

Gentlemen, if this paper will cause any of My
professional brethren to be a little more careful in
their examination of the rectum, which still seems
to be a " terra incognita" ia the domain of surgery,
it will more than repay the trouble I have taken in
puttiDg these few words together.'

ON THE TREATMENT OF DIARRHUEA IN YOUNG
CHILDREN.*

Diarrhoea in young children, particularly in those
under two years of age, and in the summer season.
usually begins very assiduously, and not unfrequently
results froin a slight chill, or a meal of improper food
which excites a little irritation of the stomach and
bowels; a protracted and high temperature in a
large city (though something more than temperatui
is concerned in the production of, the disease),

Read before the Boston Society for Medical Observation.

particularly in overcrowded districts, enters largely
into the etiology o.? the affection.

The irritation when once set up is easily "Main-
tained by causes the same in kind (although less in
degree) as those which originally provoked it, and a
chronie affection is brought about wbich may become
less and less amenable to treatment the longer it
continues.

A child from six months to two years old, living
in a large city during the summer season and perhaps
in an overcrowded neighborhood, gets some indigest-
ible substance into its atomach or perhaps takes
cold, and soon afterwards the bowels become slightly
relaxed; perhaps among the poorer classes an inferior
quality of milk (skim-milk, slightly sour or
adulterated milk) has been given to a child recently
weaned; in such instances the purging is neither
severe nor of long continuance ; it speedily ceaseks
and the child appears to have recovered. Tbe bow-
els, however, do not return to a healthy condition,
and the complaint then is that the bowels are
constipated ; perhaps two or three days later the
child will have two or three large, sour, pasty-looking
dejections, more br less slimiy from the mucus with
which they are mingled, and passed with consider-
able straining efforts and much apparent discomifört;
the dejections may then become more frequent, and
occasionally they will be streaked with blood;
febrile movements may occur, and there may be
more or less abdominal tenderness. * * '*

The presence of undigested food in the aejections
of a young child, especially if that child exhibits
eviden t marks of deficient nutrition, is an indication
that the diet is not suitable and that it should be
changed. Whether the digestive weakness be a simple
functional derangement or be due to the existence
of organic disease, in either case our, object is the
same, namely, to adapt the child's diet to his powers
of digestion, so that -the food he swallows may afford
him the nourishment of wbich he stands in need, and
may leave as little undigested surplus as possible, to
excite further irritation of his alimentary canal. The
accurate adaptation of diet is by no means an easy task
in such cases ; children at the breast and under good
hygienic influences are not usually affected with this
disease ; articles of food from which a healthy child
derives his principal support will here often fail
altogether ; even milk, ourý greatest resource in all
cases of digestive derangement in children, must
sometimes be dispensed with; up to a certain time
farinaceous food should be given with the utmost
acution. It is not very uncommon to find cases where
milk, whether diluted with water or thickened with
isinglass, or with farinaceous food, cannot be digested,
so long as it is taken. The pale, putty-like matter
of which the dejections consist, and which is passed
in such large quàntities, is evidently dependent upon
the milk-diet, and resists all treatment so long as
that is continued. In such cases, which occur most
commonly in children between one and two years of

age, the milk must be replàed, either wholly or par-
tially,- by other food. , The isinglass and milk
alluded to above was, I believe, first introduced by
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Dr. M eig, of Philadelphia, and in certain cases is Francisco, says, " For twenty years I have discount-
much esteemed by Dr. Morrill Wyman of Cambridge. enanced the use of diluted cow's milk, substituting
To quote Dr. Wyman, he says: "I have used properly diluted and sweetened fresh cream, solely
gelatine with milk for children and adults with deli- on the ground .that a nearer approximation to
cate stomachs, tsd IL think with advantage; cases of woman's milk can be effected than in any other way
diarrhea n 'which the milk is passed in curdled known to me; and hence there is, less liability to
masses v ndigested, seeni to me to be considerably re- produce injurious effects. Apart from this I think
lieved by the combination. My theory is (I do not there are often good reasons for using only tho cream
think much of theories in medicine), that the which rises after the milk has stood some twenty-four'
gelatine prevents the coagulation of the milk, which hours. Very much of the milk sold in ou'r cities and
is then in a better condition to be acted upon by the towas is adulterated in various ways, and in many
digestive agents. The proportion of gelatine is about instances when such is not the case, the cows are im.
one teaspoonful, to be dissolved in water and mixed properly fed and cared for.
with a half pint of milk. This proportion is less <i-By using the cream only we avoid, in the first
than is required for blanc mange." instance, the adulterating materials, and, in the

Liebig's farinaceous food, or Liebig's soup, as it is second, we are enabléd to give a less quantity of a
called, is tolerably well borne in many cases, and it diseased or abnormalsecretion.
is occasionally advisable to try it. It is well known " Having obtained a quart or more of the purest
that flour is incapable, or only partially capable, Of attainable milk, set aside for twenty-four hours, and
digestion in the stomacis of infants, while it is then skim off, but not too closely, the cream. As
equally well known that at a later period the power the cream of cows differs in richness from a number
to transform starch into sugar and thus digest it, is of causes, it is impossible to give in figures the
increased. amount of water necessary for the proper dilution.

It is found that this deficiency in infancy is owing I therefore direct the cream to be diluted with boil.
to the absence of a ferment in tlie stomach, and in ing water to an extent that will make it as near the
using Liebig's soup this effeot is presumed to be riciness of the mother's milk at that period as
supplied by the presence of disastase in the malt, possible, adding enough sugar of milk~to bring it up
which, acting as a ferment, causes the desired change to the natural standard of sweetness. I prefer the
in the flour to be effected. That this action will take milk sugar to the cane or beet sugar, for the reason
place to a certain extent with the proporly prepared that, should acidification occur, we have in the for-
malt flour is certain; but it remains to be proved mer lactic, whilst in the others acetic acid as a re.
whether it enables the whole of the flour to be thus sult. To be as explicit as possible, I should say
transformed. that with the creain afforded from the milk ordinari-

It is needless for me to give the directions for pro ly served to purchasers, the following formula will
paring this soup, as they have already been publishod be found very nearly correct:
in the Journal several times. Child in good Cream. Boiling Water. Milk Sugar

flealth. Parts. Parts. Farts.,
The food (" soup " seems a misnomer) is not a One weeo ad,............1 il 2

substitute for milk, since milk itselfis an essential ele- Totweek o1 10 25
The ofu eesod... 8 2 a

ment ln its preparation, but it is really an improved One to two months old.......1 7 25
mode of giving milk with flour or other farinaceous Three o ur .. 6 2Four to six .... 1. 5 25
material. Its real merit consists in ad ding'a material Eight to ten ........... 1 3 to 4 25
to the flour which will aid the stomach of the child "Should this prove too strong, it will be necessary
and infant to digest it, and that which romains for to make a further dilution with, if needed, an alkali,
investigation is the proof, to be derived from the to prevent acidification."
evacuations, whether such aid has been effectual. A certain amount of lime-water is generally
This may be ascertained roughly in any case by ordered to obviate this result ; but experience his
noting the size of the stools. A trial should be made proved that the bicarbonate of potassa is preTerablé
with the milk and fleur alone, and then with the food for the reason that as an antacid it is equally effic'
according to Liebig, and if the dejections are as large cious, while it prevents the formation of- so solid'a
in the latter as in the former, it may .bo safely in- curd, and thereby renders it more soluble.
ferred that the food has no special advantages over There is nothing botter in the way of farinaceous
the use of boiled milk and flour. As the stomach of food, thian the barley prepared by the Messrs. Robin-
a child of three years, and probably of one between son, of England. I usually make it acêordingtO
one and two years, can digest flour and transform it directions accompanying the article, varying tie
into sugar, this preparation offers' scarcely any amount of barley and milk according to the age of
appreciable advantage to them over the long-estab- the child, character of the stools, etc.
lished one of well-boiled milk, flour and sugar. Whatever be the diet adopted, our object is te
When cream (or good first-elass milk) can be keep up the nutrition of the body with the smallest
obtained for infants, it is beyond ail comparison the possible amount of irritation to the alimentary canal
best food for them, and no addition of any kind should and the food, whatever it may be, which will pro
be made to it; and hence for the children of the rich duce this result, is the food besti suited tothe case
and well-to-do classes,'Liebig's food is scarcely necae drugs alone ,will be powerless. The successful ad
sary. As regards cream, Dr. Van Wyck, ef Ss-n justment of the diet, an adjustment in wbhichth
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quality and quantity of food to be alldwed for each
meal are accurately adapted to the powers and re-
quirements of the patient, is a matter which eau be
properly learned only bf' experience.

In all cases, if the patient be a nursing child he
-should be limited strictly to the breast; or if he bave
been only lately weaned, the breast should be re-
turned to. If from any reason a return to the breast
is impossible, we sbould try one of the articles above
mentioned.

If the child be no more than six months old, no-
,thing should be allowed but milk or some prepar-
ation of milk. If the child be very il], beware of
feeding too often, particularly if farinaceous foods
enter largely into the diet; if they excite flatulence,
erany sour smell be noticed from the breath or
evacuations, the quantity of such food should be
.diminished, and perhaps discontinued altogether.
Beyond the age of six months, beef tea, raw beef,
yolk of an unboiled egg, may be added to the diet.
The egg is best digested when beaten up with a few
drops of brandy.

If, as* before stated, on giving the ý cream, acidi-
fication takes place, give an alkali (potass. bicarb.),
and it should be added to the fluid in the propor-
tion of little less than a grain to each fluid ounce,
and if curd is found in the excreta the amount
should be doubled. It is difficult to overestimate
the value of alkaline remedies in the treatment of
digestive derangements in children.

In all children, in infants especially, there is a con-
stant tendency- to acid fermentation of their food.
'Thisiarises partly from the nature of their diet, into
which milk and farinaceous matters enter so largely;
partly from the peculiar activity of their mucous
glands, which pour out an alkaline secretion in such
quantities. An excess of farinaceous food will there-
fore soon begir to ferment, and an acid to be formed
which stimulates the mucous membrane to further
-secretion; hence alkalies are useful firstly in neutral-
izing the acid prodr-ts of this fermentation, and
secondly in checking the too abundant secretion
from the mucous glands. Potash or soda may be
used ; of the two the former is perhaps to be pre-ferred, as, being a constituent of milk, the natural
diet of children, it may be considL, -d less as a medi-
-cine than as a food.

The alkali should be combined with an aromatic;
it is important tiat the latter be not omitted, for
this class of remedies is of great value in all those
cases of abdominal derangement where flatulence,
pain, and spasm, resulting from vitiatéd secretions
:and undigested food, are present to increase the dis-
comfort of the patient; such phenomena are usually
rapidly reieved by the use of these agents; and the
employmen t of anise-seed, cinnamon, caraway seed or
even tncture of capsicum, in minute, doses, will be
found of material advantage in combination'with the
other remedies which I will. shortly enumerate. If
called to a child say eighteen months old, with bowel
trouble, I usually order cream, or barley with milk,
and give the mother the following prescription, tell-

ing her to add a teaspoonful or two of the mixture to
each teacup of the fluid:-

i PotassS bicarbonatis ......... j
Aquarecinnamoni ............ ii. M.

If the child be so iil that he takes but a small
quantity at a time it may be well to give beef-tea
(made ;n a bottle, or the juice of a steak slightly
broiled and squeezed in a lemon squeezer) in con-
junction with the milk; a teaspoonful mal be given
occasionally, and its digestion will be aided by add-
ing a' pinch of saccharated pepsine to each teaspoon-
fuil of the juice or tea. In some cases the' child
should be fed frequently, little at a time in order to
sustain life, but not so frequently, or in such quanti-
ty as to give the digestive organs much to do. The
object is to give the child just food enough to sus-
tain life till the digestive organs have recovered
their tone. It is botter that the child should be
hungry than have his stomach overloaded. Stimu-
lants may be required, and, in fact, they are always
required, when the fontanelle becomes much de-
pressed.

If the stools are loose and are passed frequently,
two or thrce grains of subnitrate of bismuth may be
given, and if much straining be noticed a drop of
tinct. opu. deod., or a little Dover's powder will be a
useful addition to check the abnormal briskness of
peristaltie action.

Enemata of the fluid extract of krameria contain-
ing tr. opu. deod., are occasionally useful. If an
aperient is required, there is nothing better than
castor oil, or the tincture rhei aq. of the German
Pharmacopoeia. The latter is an alkaline tincture,
and is an exceedingly useful preparation. It is made
as follows:

13. Rhubarb............... ......... ....... 100 parts.
Borax ........................ 10 "
Potass. carb........... . ........... 10 "
Pour upon this boiling water ....... 850 "
Set aside for 15 minutes, then add

alcohol ......... ........... 100 "
Then add cinnamon ............ 140

So long as the tongue romains furred, or the de-
jections acid (litmus paper), the alkali sbould be
persisted with, and the aperient may be repeated
every third morning.

Alteratives (calomel, etc.) are in these cases of
little value. It is useless to stimulate the functions
of the liver. Under the use of antacids, aromatics,
etc., food soon begins to be digested and the appear-
ance of the stools becomes more healthy.

As soon as convalescence is fairly established, iron
ànd cod liver oil may be given. To ascertain whether
the child is actually gaining, it will be well to have
him weighed as often as once a week.

This treatment, when reviewed, may to some seem
like hypermedication ; but all that we have advised
are in reality food witb the exception of he bismuth
powder and the aromatic. N

The alkali, pepsine, and stimulant, are no more
medicine than, milk, barley, and beef tea.

A point which must not be overlooked in these
cases is attention to the action of the skin. In all
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abdominal derangements in children the cutaneous
secretion is apt to be suppressed early, and the skin
soon becomes dry, rough, annd harsh; when this is
found to be tbh case the child should be bathed
every evening with bot water aud be then freely
anointed with warm olive oil. By this means the
suppleness of the skin is soon restored. Warm,
clothing should be worn, and a flannel swathe around
the abdomen to serve as a protection to the belly.-
B>ston 4fed. Jour.

PRACTICAL REMARKS ON THE CAUSES AND
TREATMENT OF SOME COMMON FORM OF

VOMITING.

By Da. PAUL HENRY STOKOB, A.B., PEcKUAm RYE, S.E.

The most severe and protracted attacks of vomit-
ing I have witnessed have ensued from over-stimula-
tion during prcgnancy: under which circumstances
there has existed a condition of the volition so dis-
organised as to reduce the power of self-restraint to
total abeyance ; the miserable sufferers, fading it im-
possible, in their intolerable drought, to refrain from
incessantly imbibing huge draughts of any handy
thirst-quencher, -to the serious augmentation of their
distress.

dI these cases the firm hand and inflexible will of
an experienced nurse will alone supply that element
of control which is wanting ; and, if we are sufficient-
ly explicit in limiting the quantity of liquid to be
taken and exact as to its quality, we may expect the
more urgent symptoms rapidly to subside; we shall
then be in a position to administer such medicaments
as the irritable condition of the stomach requires,
while the uterine derangement will be best met by'the
contact of pessarîes containing belladonna and opium
with the mouth of the womb. It may be remark-
ed, by way of caution, that the above-mentioned
condition is sometimes associated with albuminous
urine, even in the earlier months of pregnancy; and
when it is so the young and over-anxious practitioner
must not be too prone, in the absence ofother reasons
demauding his interference, to induce abortion ; as
he will almost invariably find that the albumen will
disappear with the evolution of the fotus long before
danger-point is reached.

Less severe but more numerous are the cases of
vomiting which result from gastrie irritation brougit
on by alcoholism without other complication; and in
them we have almost every conceivable difficulty to
contend against. An infatua ted patient who deceives
both you and herself; a disease constantly recurring
from the repeated application of the exciting cause;
an obscure train of symptoms, often with the impos-
sibility, or inadvisability at least, of putting leading
questions, which are likely to arouse a spirit of op-
position; while we ourselves-are swayed by conflict-
ing feelings of sympathy and reprobation; so that
we cannot too carefully investigate the symptois
(mostly subjective) which charactçrise alcoholism in
its carlier stages. We may at the outset observe that
there are two well-defined conditions of alcoholism in
which vomiting is a prominent symptom. In ope
the vomiting is the result of an oft-repeated debauòh,

of the previous night perhaps, in which case we may
trust' to the offender's sensations of wretchedness,:
backed by the more material agency of thevomiting;,
to work a cure, for the present at least ; in the other
the vomiting is due to altered gastric secretion and
to degenerative changes resulting from chronic in-
flammation of the coats of the stomach ; a condition
which is more or less remediable, until, through long
continuance, thickening takes place locally, the vital,
organs become congested, and the digestion and other
functions of life are permanently impaired. My ex-
perience compels me to affix the stigma of frequency
in this latter form of vice on the female sex, men
being more prone to the less secretive modes of in-
dulgence. If the patient be a gentlewoman she will'
never acknowledge her wcakness until recurrent
attacks render it patent; hence it is of much impor
tance that we do not overlook the obscure signs
which mark the complaint in its infancy. You wili
find the subject of it a nervous, fluttering, excitable
creature ; restless and incapable of carrying out any
settled plan or occupation, or of taking rational in-
terest in anything. She is no reader, rarely if ever a
good domestic manager, as the ill-conditioned appear-
ance of her household testifies; but i.rarther the victini
of the vapours and general malaise: she is greedy of
change, must have excitement, may be at the theatre;.
not seldom at the conventicle; is the subject of neu-
roses, which may have a gouty or rheumatic source,
or originate in nervous degeneration from alcohol.
She is hysterical in fact, sometimes from a récenf
quarrel with her unfortunate helpmate, sometimes
from pangs of remorse at ber wretched infatuation.
We shall find that her tongue is usually coated, es-
pecially of a morning, with a thick creamy fur; but
sometimes it is preternaturally clean and glifteng
it is also tremulous, her feet being equally so ; while
this unsteadiness is less noticeable at first in the-
hands. The breath may be sickeningly offensive;'
nausea or vomiting is seldom absent, and is most
common in the, earhier hours of the morning
Diarrhoa is also a very frequent concomitant, comig
on before she leaves ber bed, and going to the extent'
of five or six loose bilions evacuations in the day.
Sleeplessness, too, is a constant and great aggravation
of her sufferin gs.

She will assign fifty different reasons for her ill-
health; all in the absence of signs of organic lesion,
insufficient to account forthe frequency of the attacks,,
You will probably ascertain sooner or later that she;
does not intrust ber health to you alone, but is in the
habit of procuring other advice in order that your
suspicions should not be excited by a too frequent
recourse to your aid. Under these circumstances yo
will act wiscly in putting a direct question to her
husband if she have one; and if not (for old maids'
and young ones too, and widows when disappointed
of their proper rôle in life, too often substitute a'
unnatural for a natural excitement), you must make
an opportunity of questioning her friend or servant
-and herein is no breach of confidence-and havina
by' this meaus put your hand on the diseased spot
kindly and sericaly tell ber what is the cause of bez
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ailnents and whai their only cure. When a lady
-has once constituted her medical attendanther father-
confessor it is marvellous with wbat assurance she
will on each repetition of an outbreak confide to him
tic cause.

Need anything be said about iemedies in such a
case ? The bane and antidote are both before her. The
water she mixes with lier brandy (for, sad te say
bigh-born women are not above this vulgar drink!)
will, if taken pure and simple, soon cast out the evil
spirit; but unfortunately it requires a steadier hand
and a stronger will than bers to pour it out and con-
vey it to her lips; and if she will not consent to place
herself under some restriction, such as that of a sen-
:sible friend cr a trained nurse, it will be found that
-ll attempts at amenòment, however sincere and well-
directed, will be frustrated by a constant turning
aside from the use to the abuse of stimulants.. The
approved reinedies, ice, effervescing draughts of soda-
water and of citrates of potash and ammonia, bismuth
:and prussic acid, will, so long as stimulant is refrained
from, afford relief; and sometimes under the attacks
,of horrible depression, from which the dipsomaniae
is wont to suffer, dry champagne or brandy and soda-
water will be required, but nothing short of total
abstinence will effect a permanent cure. It is so
inuch casier to give utterances to promises of amend-
ment when sick than to carry them out when hale,
-that we may expect the most solemn assurances to be
again and again broken, until the patient declines
from the pitiable condition of the occasional toper'
into the disgusting state of the confirined drunkard.
Meanwhile all the resources of therapeutics will have
obeen exhausted ; treatment which has proved bene-
ficial in oneý attack fails in the next, and we run
through over an over again in every possible combi-
nation the catalogue of effervescing salines, opiates,
belladonna, creosote, bismuth, and so on ; we apply
-cataplasms and wet compresses to the epigastriuni,
or more powerfull still blisters (whicl not inappro-
priately carry with them Ëome punishment), and
sometimes sprinkle morphia in half-grain doses over
the vesicated surface, or use the more trustworthy
lhypodermic injection of the same. If she be warned
in time and amend before it be too late iron combin-
ed with ammonia will serve as a temporary substi-
tude for the alcohol until such time as the nervous
forces be restored, and nux vomica will be found te
amaterially assist the flagging energies of the digestive
,and nervous systems.-Guy's Rospital Reports,
18 75, p. 486.

ADMINISTRATION OF'CASTOR-OIL.

M. Potain recommends as the best method of con-
cealing the unpleasant flavor of castor-oil to squeeze
half an orange into a glass and póor the oil upon it;
then, avoiding all disturbance of the, liquids, te
squeeze the juice from the other half of the orange
carefully over it. The oil thus inclosed between
two layers of orange-juice can be swallowed without
the least perception of its flavor.-American Pzacti-
tioner.

DIPHTHERITIO PARALYSIS.

Prof. Bouchut, in a Clinical Lecture delivqred at
the Hôpital des Enfants Malades, said he had iong
been of opinion that the paralyses observed during
the convalescence from diphtheria are a result of
anmia, hydrmmia, or "-hypoglolblie." This is,
however, a theory that is open for reconsideration.
Others regard them as specifde paralyses-i. e., con-
nected with an infection of the blood by means of a
principle derived from the prior disease; ths ad-
mitting paralysis caused by a diphtheritie principle,
just as a syphilitie paralysis is connected with a
syphilitie diathesis. This, too, is only an hypo-
thesis; and if this theory of the paralysis of con-
valescence is te be admitted, we sball have to dis-
tinguish, besides the diphtheritic paralysis, the pneu-
monie, the typhoid, the scarlatinal, etc., paralyses-
which is inadmissible. It is in another direction
that we should seek for the cause of these paralyses,
and especially the diphtheritie, which is tIe most
serious of them all.

This commences by dysphagia of liquids-i. e.,
with paralysis of the velum, with return of drinks
by 'the nose, and -by nasonnement. Then come
incomplete amaurosis, and paraplegia, which may
become ascendant and attack the diaphragm; and
sometimes, hemiplegia, strabismus, etc. When the
paralysis attacks the respiratory muscles, death is
almost certain. There are cases in which, when
the paralysis has becone thus' general, a singular
condition of the patient is brouglit about, character-
ized by the dislocation of the limbs and the neck.
Thus, I had a little girl in my wards, the subject of
pharyngeal paralysis and ascending paraplegia, wbo
was reduced to the state of a supple puppet, lier
bead and four extremities falling withoit support
or resistance in the direction of their gravity. When
raised, her bead fell backwards or te one side, just
like that of a corpse. The case now under considera-
tien is a curious one, being that of a little girl four
years of age, whose father and brother died of croup
at the same time that she was suffering from diph-
theria, with two buboes under the angle of the left
lower jaw. She was cured, and eight days after-
wards she became the subject of nasonnerment, with-
out the rejection of drinks by the nose. She had
convergent strabismus of the left eye, i. e., paralysis
of the external oeular motor; an incoinplete paralysis
of the diaphragm and of the abdominal muscles,
which did not contract under the influence of tick-
ling; and a coniplete right hemiplegia, extending
even te the face, and producing a deviation of the
mouth to the'left. This is very rare in diphtheritie
paralyses, in which we much oftener meet witlh para-
plegia than with hemiplegia. Under the influence
of the induced current, quinine, iron, and winc,
continued during a month, the strabismus and
hemiplegia have disappeared, and the child will be
able to leave the hospital cured.

In twenty-two out of twenty-six cases of diph-
theritic paralysis, double neuro-retinitis las been
met with, characterized by a fiattening and reddish
diffusion of the papilla, the cdges of which are effaced
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and veiled by a reddish-gray cloudiness. This is
the most ordinary appearance, but in other children
the retina is rendered opaline around the nerve by
what is termed a retinian exudation, but which is
only an acute steatosis of the nervous elements of
this membrane. The vessels present nothing remark-
able. In presence of so many facts establisbing the
habitual coincidence of different degrees of neuro-
retinitis in very severe and extensive diphtheritie
paralysis, it is difficult to believe that convalescence
and hydromia are its sole causes. A new problem
offers itself for our consideration, and we have to
seek whether these paralyses are not the result of
changes in the central portions of the nervous
system, and what these changes are. From neuritis
and neuro-retinitis accompanying disturbances of
the nervous system, we must conclude as to the
existence of a nervous alteration in the nerve within
the cranium as far as its origin, and consecutively
a central organic nervous alteration. How is such
an alteration brought about in simple or diphtheritic
angina ? It is the result of an ascending irritation
of the pharyngeal nerves, which is transmitted to the
mesocephalon at the orgin of the glosso-pharyngeal
nerve-an irritation which, according to its extent,
gains the origin of the neighboring nerves, and
redescends by them to the optie nerve, the external
oculo-motor, the'nerves of the limbs, of the abdomen,
or the chest, giving rise to bemiplegia or paraplegia,
and paralyzing the diaphragm and the intercostals,
so as to diminish respiration and hamatosis. The
sanie course is observed in wounds of the nerves of
the eyebrow emanating froin the fifth pair, when the
inflammation may redescend the optic nerve, and
give rise to hyperimia of the papilla, to be followed
by atrophy and amaurosis. So also, in some dental
affections, neuritis of the superior maxillary nerve
may be produced.

After adverting to various examples of changes
induced in the nervous centres by peripherie lesions,
Prof. Bouchut concludes by observing:-

" All agree in the most significant manner, in the
establishment of the organie nature of the diph-
theritic paralysis. First, clinical observation shows,
in a whole crowd of cases, that peripheric neuritis
may extend and mount up to the origin of the
nerves in the cerebro-spinal centres; vivisections
show the tearing 4way of' uerves followed by central
myelitis, the ophthalmoscope habitually reveals a
congestive lesion of the optic nerve, and a granulo-
fatty retiniau peripapillary exudation; and autopsies
have shown in some of these cases the existence of
lesions of the medalla. This is more than is re-
quired to found a firma basis for the doctrine of
cerebro-spinal lesions following diphtheria, in pre-
ference to the theory of the essential character of
diphtheritic paralyses. These results are of great
therapeutical importance. 1from the moment that
we are able to believe in the existence of a con-
gestive neuropathy produced by diphtheria, and in-
ducing paralysis, the indication of tonics becomes
formal. Iron, quinine, wine, good nourishment,
electrization, and hydropathy are the means to be

resorted to with most advantage. Among these,
electrization and hydropathy, combined with sub-
stantial alimentation, are the most preferable; for
quinine and iron, although useful adjuvants, are yet
only adjuvants. In the employment of electricity
in diphtheritic paralysis the currents by induction
are to be used, the continuons currents, so useful
in the myogenic or essential paralysis of children,
not being here necessary. A feeble carrent that is
easily borne should be directed for from five to tea
minutes daily to the velum, the limbs, and other
paralyzed organs. Hydropathy also should be
employed twice every day, the douches only being
continued for a quarter of a minute, so that prompt
and complete reaction may be obtained. If the
douche be too prolonged, there is no reaction, and
the remedy does more hari than good. Alimenta-
tion must also be conducted with discrimination;,
for if tiere be paralysis of the velum, but little of
liquid aliments or drinks should be given, in order
to avoid their return by the nose or tleir penetra-
tion into the air-passages. It ought to consist ia
thiek porridge (potages), underdone meat, and
well-cooked feculent vegetables. Under this treat-
ment it is rare not to find diphtheritic paralysis soon
disappearing."-Med. Times and Gazette, Sept. 25,
fro Gazette des Hopitauxc, July 20 and 27.

,ON SYCOSIS; A CLINICAL STUDY.
By A. C. SMIH, M.D.

Decorah, Iowa.

The common form. of sycosis is the appearance of
one or more tubercles on the bearded portion of the,
face. These tubercles grow slowly, the centre be-
cornes covered by a crust, on renoving which are
seen the mouths of the hair-follicles, filled with pus.
Generally after several weeks, a softening takes
place, whieh commences in the centre of the tubercle
and often rapidly involves the periphery; the resuit
is a deep ulcer, with sharp edges, and a dirty-colored,
yellowish base. In cases where the peripheric part
of the tubercle bas not been involved by the morti-
fication, the edges are thick and inverted, not unlike
those of an ulcus callosum. The hairs on th*
softened spot partly fall off, or become loosened, and
finally there is left a cicatrix, either quite bare or
thinly covered with hair.

It is not only in the beard and eyebrows that these
tubercles are found. This formi of sycosis, as well
as those deseribed afterward, may also exist on th*
cheeks, on the nose, and on the forehead.

It is necessary here to mention a symptom that
is most easily observed on parts of the face covered
with lanugo, and which has a diagnostic signification
in cases where the characteristic eruptions in the
beard fail, or where a multiple eruption over the
whole face may cause an error in diagnosis, viz.,
that the tubercles or ulcers are often surrounded by
a dirty-1 ed patch a little elevated, and especiallY
conspied ous on a pale face. This patch presents
several peculiarities. The surface is first smooth,
later it often becomes wrinkled, and thon the pro-
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minences appear filled with a serous fluid, all of
which can easily be observed with the naked eye.
This condition is followed by softening, whieh
generally commences from the edges of the ulcer,
and may extend over the whole patch or only a part
of it. The field is seldom regularly limited; in
some places the circurnference may be curved, in
others straight and angled, so that the whole may
present the aspect of an irregular polygon, in which
the ulcers may have a more central or a more peri-
pheric seat. It is of importance to notice this
irregularity of the circumference of the injected
patch, because it shows the injection to be something
different from the common congestion surrounding
an inflammatory focus, and to have its full value as
a specific symptom.

What further proves the significance of the patches
described is that they may exist alone, not being an
appendix of an ulcer or a tubercle. Such indepen-
dent fluids may be found on old nasi. Having
lasted a long time and presented the characteristic
signs, they usually submit to a partial or total
softening that shows itself by the formation of a
crust. Yet the destruction in these cases is not so
deep or so rapid as in the cases previously described;
the ulcer becomes more superficial, but of the sanie
torpid character. It heals up, leaving a depression
iu the skin of irregular form, either quite smooth,
or partly deepened, or like a furrow. Where the
whole spot is not involved by the softening, it may
partly resume the normal aspect of the skin.

This phenomenon constitutes the second form in
which sycosis may manifest itself. There is still a
third.

This is characterized by small, thin crusts cover-
ing the mouths of one or more hair-follicles. If the
coexistence of the tubercular form have not led the
patient to a frequent and minute observation of the
surroundîngs, these crusts are not easily noticed,
because they are not accompanied by tumefaction of
the skin. By-and-by they grow thicker and assume
a dirty-yellow color, and they adhere rather firmly.
lHaving removed them, one sees on the surface be-
low acute prominences that present casts of tie hair-
follieles. Likewise here, as in the tuberculous form,
the thicker and deeper-rooted hairs are more firmly
adherent, w hile the more delicate are more easily
cast off, soretimes following when the crust is lifted
up; yet in general the hairs are not so liable to
loosen in this form. The openings of the follicles
present themselves dilated and more or less excori-
ated in proportion to the duration of the crusts. If
the process be allowed to follow its own course it
will lead to ulceration, which in these cases too has
a slower development, and remains more superficial
than in the tuberculous form. Where the process
has gone so far as to ulcerate, depressions are left in
the skia like those resulting from softening of the
patches described.

It has been said above that this formation of crusts
is not usually accompanied by tumefaction, yet it
has been observed in one case of an eruption on the
nose and one cheek. Around an ulcer on the nose,

the result of a softened tubercle, with sharp edges
without any patch of the kind described, there arose
on the normal skin a regular circle of separate noduli,
of the common color of the skin, feeling like the
eruptions of tinea herpes. After some days 'there
were formed on the tops of the knots small crusts of
the same character as those formerly described.
They adhered firmly, and in removing them several
easts of the subjacent follicles followed, and some
delicate hairs were loosened. The opening of the
follicles appeared dilated and excoriated; in some
places a superficial loss of substance of the skin
resulted. As the diagnosis may be looked upon as
certain, this case could be cited as a fourth form
that sycosis can assume.

The essential result of a comparison between
these forms i,, that they all tend to ulceration of
the skin, and that the ulceration in the tuberculous
form extends more deeply than in the other forms,
where it remains more superficial.

It seems that the disease generally commences as
a tubercle, and that the other forms arise secondarily;
yet a primary appearance of the other forms cannot
be denied. Probably the beginning of the disease,
in many cases, is not noticed.

The consequent spreading of the disease often goes
on continuously; in other cases it springs froi one-
place to another; yet almost always in such a way
that only small parts of the sound skin separate the
carlier and later eruptions. Often an ulcer does nob
beal completely, but a small edge is left, from which
the process takes a new start. The above case of
circular eruption of knots around an ulcer on the
nose affords an unusual instance of a regular way of
spreading.

That sycosis is to be placed in the group of skin-
diseases due to vegetable parasites is without doubt.
One can be convinced of it by examining those haire
which are easily pulled out. Even to the naked eye
the root of the hair appears thickened;, in the hair-
sheath one can, by aid of the microscope, flnd both
mycelium and sporules, the latter partly separate
and partly forming conglomerations like blackberries.

The formation of tubercles, however, and the
ulceration, cannot be accounted for by the exist-
ence of the parasite in the epithelial tissue of the
hair-follicle alone. The ulceration is too extensive
to be the result of any irritation or pressure caused
by the parasite filling up the hair-follicle, It is more
reasonable to account for the formation of tubercles,
and the consequent uleeration, by supposing that
the corium to becomes infiltrated by the parasite,
and causes the fiüal change.

If we consider the wrinkled condition of the red
patches as the result of a defective production of
the cellules which constitute the rete Malpighii,
this phenomenon points to a disintegration of the
corium.

The phenomena characterizing the third form,
viz., the formation of crusts, excoriation, ulceration,
and the remaining depressions in the skin, are
evidently the consequence of the parasite gradually
growing from the surface inward and involving the
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t be caused by the pressure on. It will certainly hasten the cure tô remove the
ing in the epidermis, because loose hairs; but, if the hairà be pulled out, they are
ften successively and do not not regenerated ; if they be left untouched, a good
vus, where the pressure of the many will remain, even on places where the ulcer-

produce an atrophy of the ation is deep, and in the future help to cover the
unsightly eicatrix.-Cincinati Medical News.

h which sycosis resists local
he other parasitic skin-diseases SECTION 0F THE ABDOMEN FOR INTUSSUSCEP-

a proof of the deeper seat of TION.
sease. The rather frequent occurrence and very gloomy
tly differs from other skin- prognosis of intussusception induce us to give some
able parasites, in that the par- cxtracts from recent British papers on its treatnen t
not only keeps to the epider- by abdominal section. Three cases were reperted
tissues, but even involves the before the Medico-Chirurgical Society of bondon.

The first was related by IMr. lloward Marsh, who
bed case of a secondary nodular pcrformed the operation on an infant of seven
ar distribution of the nodule mcnths of age. The bowel projccted 'two iuches
s shows an analogy to tinea beyond the anus, and at the extremity of the pro-
e of interest to those who be- trusien the ileo-coeeal valve was visible, whilst in the
ail skin-diseases due to veget- abdomen a flrm cylindrical tumor was felt extending
~e not, bowever, seen any thing lu the course cf the dcsceuding colon from the left
nisioriatioa of this disease in- of the umbilicus to the left iliace fossa. Insufflation
the reverse, as lins been lately and careful distention with lukewarm water having
eop skin-disoases by Dr. Pur- failed to reduce the intussusception, and the chld

en in a case I have seen of being collapsed, and frequently sick, Mr. Marsh oper-
the haîf ofpar capiliata capi- ated. Siekness at once ceased. On the third day
na were too distinct to allow a the bowels were relievd, and on the fourth the child

was convalescent. In this case the intestine had
s been advised te pull eut the been invaginated for thirteen days, but inflammation

pot and employ strong causties, onily set in twelve or fourteen hours before the oper-
f the affected spot has been atHon, and Mr. Marsh expressed the opinion that,

nethods are te mueh like -whinp other means had failcd the operation ouna nn ht te
of loesing the Gordian knot te be undertaken, n dt only in acute cases of twelve or
lue. OneJp feels tempted to ap.. eighteen hours' duratien, but aise in chronie ones
on the trpid ulcers, but the in which there have been ne symptems cf inflamma-

al bad: especially is cauteriz- tioen or strangulation.
vhere the ulcer bas- thickened The second case was that c f an adut woman heed
dsd by a specif e patth ; fer, tirty-three. The length of the inluded bwel was
able te be followed by a rapid t least eighteen inches. Net keu bad syrptom
einfiltrated parts, while ether- cccurred, the temperature neyer rising, abeve normal,
ting treatment has been m- aid the wound healing by the first intention. iD

e infiltrationjs superficial, suc this casp hemorrhage, s frequently i regarded as a
normal aspect cf the skin. cardinal symptcem, did net eccur.

s a paste cf equal parts of sui- The third case wa by Mr. iutchinson, who ais
lycerine, and daims by this made some remarks on the detais cf the operation.
case cf sycosis in furteendays. lit occurred in an infant ageys, six ionths. The

pever, by its irritating effect, intussusception involved the whoi length cf the
i11 as good. The alcohol pro-, colon, and the ilco-crecal valve, introv6rted, consti-

fd the glycerine tends te the tuted i s extremity, and was esily felt by the finger
mcig a igher local temperature in hec anus. The symptems had been the usual

rem dy may thus become the cnes; they had nlasted three days, an the usual
structiOn when applied on spots method cf treatment, perseveringly chrried eut, had
ir infiltratin with uce parasite, faled. As the child was evidently about te sink,

suffcr this change. The appli- the operation was at once performed. Considérable
ur lias net this disadvantae difficulties were enonuntered la effecting the reue-
whr we slould net even syringe tien cf the intussuseepted part. lts- neck was tied

move the crust, but lift themi ack l the l einby the meso-colon, and could'net a
i a lancet; precipiated uphur brouglt inte view, ad atheug there sver no adhe-
d witr a brush, three or four sioens, it wasfeund quite impracticable te draw the
ene or twô ýapplications a day i'ntussuseepted bowel eut cf the shcath. At, Cegt
After this treatment is con- it was disovered that altough the upper end of the
weeks the uleers will present a i tussuseptien was fxed, its lower uone, coataining
the final healine will go quickly the sigiuoid flexure cf the colon, was quite loose.
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This was readily brought out, and by gently pulling
the sheath downward reduction was without diffi-
culty effected. The appearance of the - appéndix
vermiformis, just at the completion of the reduction,
confirmed the opinion formed as to the introversion
having begun at the cæcum. Considerable difli-
culty was encountered in replacing the intestines
within the abdomen. They were accordingly punc.
tured with a harelip needle in two or three places,
and at the conclusion of the operation the infant was
in an alarming collapse. It rallied, however, after-
ward, took the breast, and passed a motion. Death
occurred about six hours after the operation, and the
post-mortem showed evidences of recent extensive
peritonitis.

lu the discussion Dr. West drew attention to the
distinction between intussusception. in the adult and
in the child, pointing out that in the latter the diag-
nosis is by no means dificult, and that one of the
eai-liest signs is the passage of blood or bloody mucus.
Even when the invaginated intestine could not be
felt, but there was only indistinct fullness of the
abdomen, he thought the diagnosis easy, as also did
Di-. E. G. Barnes, in whose practice Mr. Marsh's
case had occurred. Both agreed that when other
means failed the operation ought to be resorted to.
Mr. Thomas Smith argued that the length of the
incision was not of much moihent, since ovariotomy
bas taught us that mechanical interference with the
peritoneum is not very dangerous.' The danger
rather lay in the retention of a clot, and all the
viscera could be sponged with impunity. He thought
it would often be necessary to puncture the intestine.
Professor Timothy Holmes thought a long incision
facilitated the return of the bowel, and remarked
that the operation was .usually performed only in
hopeless cases. As to the hemorrhage, lie observed
that the occurrence of blood in a hernial sac shows
th'at it may take place from strangulated intestine.
Mr. George Pollock mentioned some expriments
which he had made some years -ago to determine the
danger of over-distention by injection, and -which
showed that the peritoneum was very apt to crack
when the bowel was only slightly -distended; thus
peritonitis might be set up. Dr. larre advocated
the injection of ice-cold water to reduce the conges-
tion of the intussuscepted portion, and this could be
aided-by the application of ice to the abdomen. He
thought the cold not only diminished the congestion
Of the vessels, but also~ the volume of air in the
bowel.

THE TREATMENT OF, HOOPING-COUGH BY THE
IODIDE OF SILVER.

Dr. Robert Bell, Physician to the Glasgow
Ophthalmic Institute,earnestly advocates (Obstetrical
Journal of Great Britain, Dec., 1875) the use of
iodide of silver in the treatment of hooping-cough.

ie says: "It has fallen to my lot to treat over 100'
cases with this substance, and with uniform success.
It is now more than three yea'rs since I read of its
being useful in this disease, and since then I have
used no other remedy, except occasionally ten or

fifteen grains of bromide of potassium at bedtime;
which helps very much in procuring a good night's'
rest. In almost every case in which iodide of silver
bas been used by me, the cough bas lost the hoop by
the end of four weeks, and been quite well in six
weeks, and I may add the usual complications of the
disease have been exceedingly rare. I have twice
employed the remedy-in families where six patients
were ill at the same. time, and in both of these
instances the disease was practically cured by the end
of the fourth week. I have several times treated
more than one child in a family at the same time, and
with the like excellent results. The superiority of
iodide of silver over the bromide of ammonium is most
marked. A curious coincidence occurred wbich
demonstrated this. It happened that one of my pro-
fessional friends was attending a family, the children
of which were suffering from hooping-cougb, and who
resided in one of our west-end terraces, and at the,
same time I was attending another family in the saidi
terrace, tie children of which were also ill with this
disease. My little patients were put upon one-eighth-
cf-a-grain doses of iodide of silver thrice a day,~and
this was ail the medical treatment they required.
My friend at this time was anxious to go away for a
holiday, and lie asked me to look after bis patients
during his absence. I found the children before
mentioned in ù state of great prostration, and most
sadly afflicted with the cough; one of them, in
fact, narrowly cscaped with its life. These little
patients were being treated by the bromide of
ammonium, and were ordered to be kept in one room,
and I did not- feel justified in changing the treat-
ment. 'I, however, ordered them to have a large:
pailful of boiling water brought into the room,
into which about a tablespoonful of carboli-
acid and glycerine was added, so that they
miglit inhale the carbolic vapour. (This was
two years ago.) It was three months before they
were able to leave their nursery, and as many more
before they were quite well; while my patients, who
were about the same ages respectively as the other
children, and who had been taking the iodide of
silver, and had been goiug out every fine day, had not
a trace of the disease remaining at the end of amonth.
I do not attempt to explain how the iodide acts in
this affection, but it seems to me that hooping-cough
is a disease of the gastric periphery of the
pneumogastrie nerve, and the silver acts as a sedative
to this morbidly sensitive nerve, preâenting reflex
irritation- being cnveyed to the pulmonary ramifica-
tions of the nerve. I woùld urge all 'to give this
preparation a fair and lengthy trial in the treatment
of this discase, as I am convinced that in it we have
a most valuable therapeutie agent."

ON THE -USE OF NITRIC ACID AS A -CAUSTIC IN
UTERINE PRACTIGE.

Dr. James Braithwaite,Lecturer on Midwifery and
Diseases of Women and Children at the Leeds'
School of -Medicine, contributes a short paper
on this subject to the Obstetrical Journal of Great
Britain (Nov., 1875), in which he says, " Cases of
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ulceration or erosion of the os uteri, with or without
endocervicitis, are so common, and in hospital practice
so numerous, that some more efficient and Ims
troublesone caustic than nitrate of silver is urgently
needed for their treatment. I have carefully and fully
tried the action of most causties (including carbolie
acid), and found noue to answer the purpose so well
as nitric acid. The great fault of nitrate of silver is
the fugitive nature of its action ; its influence seldom
extends beyond five or six days, even when rubbed
upon and held in contact with, the parts. It is more
a stimulant than a caustie, as it produces no slough,
end causes extreme turgescence of the capillaries
immediately below the surface influenced, as
evidenced by the occurrence of hemorrhage, often
sufficient to obscure the parts before it has been
removed from contact with them. At the second
examination we often find the ulceration or erosion
little if at all altered in appearance. This defect iust
be atoned for by the frequent reapplication of the
remedy, necessitating each time the use of the specu-
lum. I believe in this evil really lies the source of the
opinion held by some eminent men, that·these
diseases require little or no local treatment, for our
opinions are often unconsciously influenced by our
wishes. Nitrie acid, on the other hand, is a really
efficient caustie, producing a slough, which is
peculiarly firmly adherent, and which consequeratly
necessitates a healthy effort by the subjacent parts
for its separation. The only other caustie_ which
produces a slough of the saine character is nitrate of
mercury. Nitrie acid, moreover, requires no special
preparation ; does not spread like potassa c. calce, nor
is its action so deep'; it produces little or no pain and
no hemorrhage. These advantages are trivial com-
pared with the fact, that when once it has been pro-
perly applied, in many cases no further interference
is necessary, and, thus the frequent use of the
speculum may be done away with. When the second
examination is made, it should be after the lapse of
a month, and it will then sometimes be found that
there is a small spot requiring a fresh application of
the acid, but often the sore appears to be quite healed
or to be healing satisfactorily. The fresh mucous
membrane which forms isn ot cicatricial in appear-
ance, and when healing is going on satisfactorily, ithas
a sharply-defined edge, and, being cf a pale rose colour,
contrasts strongly with the bright red of the sore.
The contraction is greater than follows the use of
any other caustic; but this is a great advantage, for
on account of the relaked -state of the tissues,
it is just what is required to insure the permanence
of the cure.

"The acid is best applied by means'of a small and
tightly rolled piece of cotton-wool, which is to be
placed by an ordinary speculum forceps in contact
with successive portions of the surface until the wbole
is covered with a white eschar. In a case of chronic
endocervicitis,the acid should be applied tothe interior
cf the open cervical canal, and if it is not open the
case is not one suitable for the treatment. The con-
traction which accompanies healing is only to a
healthy and natural degree. Provided the caustic

has been used with ordinary prudence, I have neyer
seen anything but good follow its use, and the ease
with which a chronic case of cervical catarrh, with
ulceration or erosion, may be cured by it is somez
thing marvellous. The bulk of my cases have been
hospital out-patients, and the comfort the use of
nitrie acid has been in their treatment is very great,
both in certainty of result and in saving my own
time. Without local treatment very little can be
doue for these patients, for hygienic treatment is
generally impossible, and medicinal treatment alone
is useless. I shall not take up your space by details
of cases, although I have copions notes of about forty.
By trial of the remedy a proper estimate of its
value will soon be formed.

" The use of nitric acid as a caustic is so-familiar
to us all, especially in the treatment of some diseases
of the rectum, that I had some hesitation in bringing
the subject before you, and should not have donc so
but that I believe it is only used by two or thrce
medical men engaged in the treatment of diseases of
women. It is. mentioned incidentally at the con-
clusion of a paper by Dr. Lombe Atthill, upon its
applicatiòn to the interior of the uterine cavity, that
he uses it habitually in the diseases in question ; and
Dr. Roe of Dublin, in an analysis of 164 cases of
uterine disease, relates a case of extensive ulceration
in which he employeLd it. Mr. Robert Ellis has
recommended the use of a saturated solution of
nitrate of silver in nitric acid, and I believe Dr.
Bennett has mentioned it also: but these writers are
exceptions to the general rule. It is not mentioned
by Tilt in his admirable work on uterine
therapeutics, nor by any other of our standard
authors upon diseases of women, all of whom recoin-
mend nitrate of silver, or mention its use as the usual
practice."

Dr. Edward John Tilt, ia an article in the
Briisl tecical journal (Dec. 4, 1875), instead of
advising nitric acid in all cases of cervical disease
requiring a caustie, as Dr. Braithwaite seems to do,
holds-1. That, in comparatively recent cases of
endocervicitis, nitrate of silver, tincture of iodine, or
carbolic acid suffices; 2. That chronie cases of
èndocervicitis had best be treated by acid nitre of
mercury or nitric acid; 3. That hyperchronic
en docervicitis with considerable cervical hypertrophy
requires potassa fusa cum colce or some strong acid.

ULCERATED NIPPLES.

M. Legrouc advises the following treatment:
Spread with a camel-hair brush a layer of elastic
collodion around the nipple, in a radius of an inch
or more; a piece of gold-beater's skin should then be
placed over the-nipple and collodion, taking care to
make a few holes with a pin over the part of the gold-
beater's skin which covers the, nipple, so as to allow
the milk to ooze through. No collodion should bo
spread on the nipple itself, as some pain might there-
by be occasioned. By the rapid evaporation of the
ether the collodion dries up, and the gold-beater's
skin adheres. The nipple is then more or less pressed
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down by the latter, which in drying becomes tense. 0
When ,the child is to be nursed, the end of the
nipple should be wetted with a little water. The
gold-beater's skin wvhich covers it becomes soft and
supple, allows the nipple to swell, and protects the
ulcers and fissures from the strain of suction. The
inother or wet-nurse thus suffers no pain, and the
ulcers heal in a few days.-Lancet, Dec. 11, from
Annales de Gynécologie, Nov., 1875.

PNE UMONIA.

Dr. Thomas Barr, in an interesting article on this
disease (Glasgowv Mifedical Journal, July, 1875),
based on sixty-four cases in private practice, gives
the following as the treatment he adopted:

1st. I have never employed general blood-letting,
and, with the exception of the man who died from
gangrene of the lung, I have never used even leeches.
I think few of my readers will consider that in my
cases of death the fatal result would have been pre-
vented by depletion.

2d. I have in a few emplc.yed antimony in what
might be called antiphlogistic doses. I generally
use it for its expectorant and diaphoretic effects, and
have very rarely used it at all with children under
five years of age. I very often find patients suffer-
ing from the disease, with an irritable stomach,
perspiring skin, and soft pulse. In strong adults,
with very acute symptoms, and none of these con-
traindicting signs, I have used it in full doses with
great advantage.

3d. Mercury. I have not used this medicine
at all, unless as a simple aperient.

4th. Opium. I think I, have seen more good
doue by this drug than by any othersingle remedy.
It gave conifort to the patient, relieving pain and
allaying cough.

5th. Diaphoretios and expectorants have been
given with advantage. These classes of remedies
also include small doses of opium and' tartar emetie.

6th. External applications. At early stages I
have found most comfort from poultices of linseed
meal and mustard, frequently repeated ; while
blisters were reserved for the more chronic stages,
when the condensation of lung seemed to linger
longer than usual.

With respect'to the treatment of the children in
whom, the niost of my fatal cases occurrred; with
the belief which I entertain of the real cause of
danger, I have only adopted the restorative treat-
ment. I have altogether eschewed bleeding, anti-
mony, moreury, I have, of course, carefully con-
fined the patient to a well-ventilated apartment (he
requires all obtàinabie oxygen), with a coifortably
warn temperature, given liquid diet, milk béing the
staple. If an infant at the breast, I limited- its
supply of breast-milk, and rather relieved its thirst
by administration of cold barley-water; in the way
of medicine, giving a diaphoretic mixture, small
doses of ipecac, wine, sweet spirits of nitre, tincture
of hyoscyamus, and solution of acetate of ammonia.
Good has been done by allowing boiling water te
evaporate near the patient. Repeated linseed-meal

nd mustard poultices to back and front of chest
have often done great good. As night approaches,
th little patien t often becomes very restless, annoyed
by a constant hacking cough. Then I have often
found the greatest benefit from a dose of Dover's
powder, preferring to give one single full dose at
night to small ones frequently repeated. Of course,
if the case is complicated, with pent-up secretions in
the air-tubes, I have avoided the Dover's powder.
When the child is feeble, great benefit is derived
from liniments to the chest, while beef-tea and brandy
were often absolutely necessary to uphold strength
till tbe patient passed through thé crisis of the dis-
ease.

ie states that " When one reads the statistics of
hospital writers respecting this disease, which have
of late years been published, it requires not a little
courage for a private practitioner to announce that
he has had a mortality of one in six. But, suppos-
ing I selected my cases, and gave those only between
the ages of six and fifty years, the ratio of deaths
would be one in twenty-one, while of the forty-two
cases between five and sixty-tvo, oly two deaths.
took place."

'MEDICATED ICE IN SCARLATINA.

In a short communication to the Lancet (Jan. 8,
1876), Mr. Edward Martin says: " Every practi-
tioner has at times to face the difficulties of the
scarlatinal~throat in young children. It may sadly
want topical medication ; but how is lie to apply it ?
Young children cannot gargle, and to attempt the
brush or the spray often-fills them with terror. In
many cases neither sternness nor coaxing avails. 'If
the doctor thinks it is his duty at all hazards not to
leave the throat untouched, the child is subjected to
a struggle and a fright whici probably render the
proceeding more productive of harm than good. If, on
the other and more wiser side, lie, when persuasion
fails, goes no further, lie is haunted by the feeling of
nothaving donc all that might have been donc for the
case. Most of us'at times have been impaled on the
horns of this dilemma. Yet these little onesin almost
every case will greedily suck bits of ice,- as I doubt not
most of your readers can testify. This has long been
my chiefresource where I could not persuade the
child to submit to the sulphurous acid spray. Late-
ly I have been trying an ice formed of a frozea
solution of the acid (or some other antiseptic), and
I think my professional brethren will find it a
valuable addition to their means. Though, of course,
not so tasteless as pure ice, the flavour is so much
lessened by the low temperature, and probably also
through the parched tongue very little appreciating
any flavour whatever, that I find scarcely any con-
plaint on that score from the little sufferers; they
generally take to it very readily. ' The process; of
making it is so simple that a few directions to any
intelligent nurse will quite suffice; or in urbaa
practice the chemist who dispenses the other pre-
scriptions will undertake this one also. A large
test-tube immersed in a mixture of pounded ice and
sait is the only apparatus required, and in this'the
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solution is easily frozen. When quite solid, a
momentary dip of the tube in hot water enables one
to turn out the cylinder of ice as the cook turns out
her mould of jelly. I have tried the three following
formule, all of which answer, though I think I
prefer the first

"1. Sulphurous acid, half a drachm; water,
seven drachms and a half: mix and freeze.

" 2. Chlorate of potass, one scruple ; water, one
ounce': dissolve and freeze.

" 3. Solution of chlorinated soda, half a drachm;
water one ounce: mix and freeze.,

ad , However, the form is of secondary importance,
and each practitioner can construet his own. Boracic
acid, salicylie acid, or any other harmiless antiseptic
with not too much taste, would, doubtless, be as
iseful as those I have indicated. It is the idea of
applying thein in the shape of ' medicated ice' that
I recommend to the profession, with the belief that
it is of practical value."

THE CAUSES AND TREATMENT OF SLEEPLESS-

be advantageously combined. In such cases it is the,
action of digitalis upon the peripheral vessels rather
than its effect upon the heart which renders it s6'
valuable hcre. Dr. Fothergill, after reviewing the
different forms of sleeplessne*ss, mentions some of
the chief formis of hypnotics in common use. Opiui
is indicated in conditions of insomnia, which origi-
nate in pain. Hyoscyamus may be resorted to in
cases where opium or morphia disagree, as in chronic
renal disease. Hydrate of chloral is useful in con-
ditions of vascular excitement, either alone or in
combination with opium. In cases of sleeplessness,
where thcre is continuous high blood-pressure, or
where there is distinct pyrexia, chloral-hydrate is
the hypnotic par excellence. It is to be avoided,
bowever, wbere inability to slcep is due to worry and
to brain exhaustion. The utility of bromide of
potassium is shown where cerebral activity is kcept
up by distant peripheral irritation, especially where
that irritation lies in the pelvic viscera.- The Prac-
titioner, February, 1876.

NESS. ON PUERPERAL MANIA.

Dr. J. Milner Fothergill thinks the experimen ts of In a lecture on ihis subject (La France Médical,
Durham, Hammond, .Donders, and others, have July 28, 1875), Dr. Peter states that he considers
clearly shown the relation of sloep to cerebral ane- puerperal mania to be due to a determination of the
mia. This condition of anwmiia is produced by the blood to the had ; the blood, instead of going to the
co-operation of two factors, one a modification of the brests to forni milk, goes to the head to produce a
vascular system, the other a diminution of activity pathological cerebral hypermia. Why all suck-
in the cerebral cells themselves. It is the combina- ling women do not have mania is purely a personal
tion of thcse two factors in the production of sleep matter, dcpending upon the quality and condition
that must ever be borne in mind in the treatment cf of the brain, wbether bad or laboring under men-
each case of insomnia. Sleeplessness, among other tai distress. Al funetional werk demands an afflux
causes, is due to a condiLion of high cerebral vascu- 'cf blood, and this functional bypcrSinia cf an ergan
larity- There may be a local (cerebral) hyperemia, may at. any time become a patholoical hypermia.
a general vascular excitement, and a rise of tempera-, An immoderately active brain is immoderateiy hy-
ture. Opium alone will not moet these complex peromic, whicb predisposes te a pathological cendi-
states. la order to procure its hypnotic effects, it tien. Puerperal mania is, as a rule, in the hypo-
is necessary to combine it with a direct vascular de- chondriacai form, froin the mental occupations cf a
pressant. In chloral-hydrate we have a drug which pregnant woman being cf a sad and melancboly
acts upon the nervous system, lessens the beart's tur.
action, and lowers the temperature. But the very He relates a case latcly occurring in bis clinic, as
qualities which may here render it so valuable, con- preef cf bis theory. The wcman had had five chu-
stitute the objections to its use in other forms of in- dren previously, witbcut a bad symptom. The
somnia. A different forai of sleeplessness is found present pregnancy was an adulterous eue. She was
-wberc patients- have cerebral anSnlia. Ilere there cf an excitable temperament, and keenly feit lier
is sleepiness fet during the day, cspecially wh an in position. dDuring the attack the temperature was
the uprigbt position, but at nigt when the body is re- normal ; but the pulse was very irreglar-every
cumbent a state cf wakefulness is instituted. Such twe, thrce, or four beats it intermitted unequaily.
a condition is most pronounced in mielancholies.- Bre- The irregularity be attributes te defective muner-
mide cf potassium and chlorai in suchcases, 'owever vation cf the heaft. The nerves which supply this
effective in procuring sleep, are injurions, from their organ corne froni two sources-the pneumogastric,
tendency te aggravate the condition'of anmmia. Au- and the cervical portion cf the large sympaeti.
thorities advocate, instead, alcohol and opium, ac- The cardie nerves spri e from the buib medul a
compapnied by a eenerous diet, and bo tht exhibition oblongata) and the cervical portion ocf the spinal
cf iron and quinine in'fair quantities. There i a cordi the cardie disorder and tbe cerebra had,
form cf passive cerebral hyperSmia, in wbiob insoni- therefore, one and the samne enigin, viz., acerebral
nia is present, due te partial vase-motor paralysis cf and bulbous hyperemia.
the intracranial blood-vessels, usually asociated with 1The treatmeat is te reduce the cerebral and
mental overwork. One constituent factor cf' the spinal engastin n by the application cf le.ches
treatment must be te lessen this cerebra activity by or cupping t the pape f the neck. The latter
some suitabie apent. Bromide cf potassium, cf allb motbod was adptd in the case, wit the effeet at
remedies, is the most effcient, and with digitalis ma once f relieving the eadache and the irre ularity
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of the pulse. At the same time, eau de Sedlitz was
given to purge the bowels. On the third day a dose
of chloral (thirty grains) was given at bedtime, as
the-sleeplessness had not disappeared ; its effect was
immediate.

Al attacks of puerperal mania come on at night;
from the mind not being diverted from itself by the
ordinary passing excitements of daily life, it _dwells
too much 'on its condition, which increases and in-
tensifies the funetional hyperSmia.i.London Med.
Record.

DIARRHRA IN CHILDREN.
(Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, February 10, 1876.)

Prof. Demme attributes the diarrhoea of very
young infants brought up exclusively at the breast
to 'the condition of the mother's milk; in several
cases he found this to be faintly acid and with an
abnormally large amount of fat.

The remedy for such diarrhoas lies in furnishing
a proper substitute for the mother's milk. All sub-
stances containing starch must be forbidden, also,
Liebig's and Nestle's food, -inasmuch as at this early
age the naturally imperfect po~wers of di ein ar

hydrogen (the so-called ozonie ether) with toilet
vinegar, in the proportion of a drachm to the ounce;
and found that the combination was a most agree-
able as well as highly efficacious disinfectant. Dr.
Day states " that there are two marked advantages
to be derived from the combination of vinegar with
the peroxide of hydrogen. In the first place, vinegar,
in common with most acids, is capable of preserving
peroxide of hydrogen; and in the second place it
allows of thiá powerful disinfecting agent being used
with soap, the frec alkali of which, under ordinary
circumstances, would decompose it, but when it is
combined with vinegar no appreciable change is
produced." 'He recommends that, after attending
persons with puerperal fever, or other infectious
diseases, the hands should first be- well washed and
dried, and that this disinfectant should be used
afterwards, being well rubbed into the skia, like
eau de Cologne, or any other perfume.-London
Aledical Record.

TREATMENT OF PORRIGO, 'TINEA FAVOSA, ETC.

By Da. HENRY MAoCoRMAc.

still further reduced by the intestinal troubles and (The results cf treatment for parasitic cutaneous
the accompanying disturbances in the functions of diseases are often disappointing, but Dr. MacCormac
the pancreas and parotid glands. has found much more satisfiactory results from petro-

The author recommends as a food for such cases leum than from any remedy previously tried.]
the white of an egg (or less) in from five to ten The first thing I do, the scalp being concerned, is
ounces of water, previousiy boiled, with the addition to clip or, where it can be donc, or as far as it can
of condensed milk (three to five drachms) for the be donc, shave the hain closely off, and keep it so.
twenty-four hours. The quantity cau be gradually In cases that have been neglected, it will be desirable
inereased up -to the end cf the fourth week, when to premise a few simple poultices, bread or linseed
two or three times the above amount may be given meal. I direct the petroleum to be applied twice
The milk of other animals or cream should nevet ho daily, by inunction, n the form cf one part petro-
used owing to their richness in fat. The use of leum to two of lard, and a few drops of oil of laven-
metallic astringènts in these cases is objected to. der or, say from a half-pint to a pint of petroleum in

a poun:1 of lard, with twenty drops of oil of lavender.
A NEW DISINFEOTANT. The vessel or jar which contains these, may be stbod

in a basin of boiling water, occasionally renewed,
The Australian Medical Journal for July, 1875, stirring with a wooden spatula until the whole is inti-

contains the report of the July meeting of the mately blended.
Medical Society of Victoria. Dr. John Day, of This ungent is to be'applied, gently butthorough-
Geelong, read a paper, with experiments, in which ly, once or, if it be practicable, twice daily. A soft
he stated that he had long been endeavoring to brush is a very good implement to use, and the oint-
find some agreeable as well as efficacious means of ment when about to be applied, may be moderately
purifying and disinfectingthe hands after making warmed beforehand by standing the cup, or gallipot,
post-mortem examinations, and for other disinfecting which contains it, in hot water. Jùdgment must be
purposes; especially one suitable for those in attend- used in apportioning -the strength of the ointment
ance on sick persons suffering from infectious diseases. and the amouint of the application to the state of the
ln allîhis experiments he had always looked to oxy- parts and the irritability of the subject. Mfter the
gen la some form or another as the disinfecting application a piece of dry soft clean linen rag may be
agent. Ordinary oxygen.is a weak agent in this laid on-an old cambrie handkerchief answers very
way, and in the two active forms of ozone and well-and, over al], a soft clean linen cap.
peroxide of hydrogen, it acquires a somewhat dis. Before the next application of the petroleum oint-
agreeable odor. After trying various ways of dis- ment the head must be thoroughly but gently washed
guismng this, he at last succeeeded as follows: On with black or fish soap an.d fresh warm soft water.
exaniung some of Rimmel's toilet vinegar at the The ointment is 'then to be reapplied as before.
request of a lady friend, he found that it'cgave the Every rag or cap, once used and past further use,reactions of peroxide of' hydrogen pretty freely. should be thrown into the fire, but, if intended for
He thought it might possibly disguise the smell of further use, plunged into a hot soda lye, and, after
the latter substance, and he found that it did so. being well washed, finally rinseiin water containing
He therefore mixed ethereal solution of peroxide of a little carbolic acid.
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The last instance of porrigo which I had to deal small remaining por.tion of the land, taking as addi-

with, was in a cutler's daighter. Her ,case was tional security the guarantee of thrce of the officers
rather a distressing one, with mnany sores, the hair of the Corporation. This has been doue by Messrs.
had mostly disappeared, and 'there were vermîn as William Workman, iluglh MeLennan and James
well. The very first application proved advantageous,
and the patient did well in every respect, except as Coristinebecomingsecurity for its payrnent. We be-

to regaining her hair afterward. The family have lieve tLat the portion of the land which is now hel
removed, and I cannot speak of the young wonian's by the Corporation, completely free of encumbrance,
present state, but I have no reason to doubt but consists of about 50,000 square feet. Upon a portion
that it is satisfactory.

In a recent case of trychopyton-tonsurans in a youth of this ground Major Mills is, as we write, engagea

ofeighteen, a large patch of hair,preducing great dis- in excavating the foundatien for the building which

figurement, was absent. I ruit here observe that I lie is about to erect, and which will form one of a
had begua with pencilling a weak alchle solution cf serieswhich viill be erected as they seen to be demand-
corrosive subliniate over the parts. I then had re- ed. A general plan has been prepared by Messrs.
course to the petroleun ointuient aid black soap. n
The case, after sonie continuance of treatment, has ilutehison & Steele, architects, and accordig to

donc extremely well. A vigorous growth af. hair this plan it is intended to put up subsequent build

nowcovers the previously denuded surface. A pre- ings. The one which will be known as Major Mills
ceding case of trychophyton occurred in a pretty Building, is aiso from plans by the same architects
young Jewess. A naked patch rather larger than a but differs somewhat from what subsequent build
orown piece, subsisted at the very vertex. The young
lady has since married, and the vertex, when I saw ings are intended to be The Mills' Building wil
lier last, bears no trace of having ever been wanting contain a sub-basement for heating, store roons, coal
in respect of its bairy covering. &c.; a ground floor some three and a-half feet above tht

I wish to add that the petroleun ointment, with level cf Dorchester.Street, which wîll be occupied b3
black soap, is an excellent remedy in itch, removine
it with case and safety. It is a capital renedy for the Staff necessary for the management of the institu

lice,destroying thei on the pubis, in the axilla, or on tion ; two storeys, giving four wards 14 feet high, an
the head. In ,two or three instances where these the third storey will bc formed by the Mansard roof
hideous vermin had extended over the whole surface, -iving two wards 13 feet highi. On eaci fiat ther
the petroleui ointment with black soap and the s at water closets urinals
warm bath, employed twice daily, renioved them with is a nurses room, with baths,
magical celerity. In insane persons, whereon vernin &c., while provision is made for three privat

often house,pctroleum ointment and soap proves most wards. The building will be 46 feet front, fianke
useful. So far as I have had an opportunity of trying by two towers, and 66 feet in depth. Accommodati
it, I find the petroleum alike servicable in the mange will be given for 52 beds-or 55 beds, including th
cf degs, swine, and herses, dcstreyiug the iaunuteof dos sne an hoss etohgtemnt ree private wards. In the ground floor, we maý
parasites along with the cutaneous affections whichi p
they engender.-Practitioner, Oct., 1875, p. 261 mention provision is made for an Out-door or Dis
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pensary department. The building will be pusuex
forward rapidly. It is anticipated that the corner

stone will be laid about the 1st-of June, and that it

will be ready for the reception of patients early
next summer. We may mention that the ground

owned by the Corporation of the Western Hospital

consists of nearly two acres just at the Western por-

tion of the City limits, (about a half of the property

being outside the limits), and is beautifully situated,

either as regards drainage, ventilation or view.

TBE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS OF

LOWER CANADA. -

THE WESTERN HOSPITAL, MONTREAL. We have already, in previeus numbers, expressed

In our March number we inforned our readers that the opinion that -n deference te the views of tic piofes'

a very large portion of the land which was purchased sien, change, cf a very radical character were re-

by the Corporation of the Western Hospital had been qnired in Vie Act cf Incoporation cf the Collàge cf

paid for, and was about to be completely cleared by Physicians and Surgeons cf Lower Canada, nnd that

placifig the mortgage for the balance due, on the we, believed there was within that body gover-
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nors not only alive to the exigencies of the hour but

competent to deal with the matter in a thoroughly
satisfactory manper. We felt that improvements

sbould emanate 'fromn the College itself, and that the

attempt et Medical Legislation whieb was commen-

ced last fall in Quebec, by what we may term out-

siders, should be crushed out by the weight of

publie opinion. We feel and we are glad to know

that in this matter we re-echo the sentiments of many
of the Governors, that action must be taken at the

meeting of the College on the 10th of May, so as to
place matters in such a forward state, that in the

October meeting at Quebec they may be finally ar-
ranged for presentation to Parliament at its Session
in November or December. In such matters while
many have a good deal to say, few seem willing to take
the preliminaries necessary to place the matter in
proper shape for progressive action. lu the present
instance, however, we are glad that in the person of
Dr. R. Palmer lHoward such a one lias been found;
and from a combination of circumstances, especially
bis connection with the late proposed Dominion Bill,
no one more competent to deal with the matter could
have assumed the position. Dr. Howard bas
<drafted a number of amendments to the present Act,
which he proposes to submit te the meeting of the
Governors of the College this month, ar we tbink
that they are of a character to commend themselves to
the Board. We certainly most heartily endorse them,
and believe that their adoption will satisfy the gen-
,eral profession, which bas been clamorous for several
years for some such change: We publish them in
detail in another column. They were brought before
the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Montreal at a very
full meéting on the 5th of May and considered clauve
by clause, and may in general teris be described as
follows: It is intended te leave the constitution of
the College as at present ; the executive as heretofore
shall be the Board of Governors and these shall be
clected every three years as at present by the members
-of the College. The rights which holders of Univer-
sity degrees at present haveof demanding their license
without examination is to be done away with, and

every one presenting hiinself for bis license will have
to be examined by the Board of Examiners ; but no
will be examined who is not the holder of a degree
or diploma from some Canadian University or incor-
porated Sohool of Medicine. The Board of Examin-
ers is to be independent of the Board of Governors,
but will be 'named by them, and is to cousist of nine
members, .five .of French nationality, and four of

lEnglish nationality, and of this number four shall be

selectedto represent school interests, that is, one from
the Jniversity of Laval, one from McGill University.
one from Victoria University and one from the Uni-
versity of Bishop's College'; this latter clause is a very
fair one indeed. Schools, by consenting to do away
with the rights they at present possess, are giving up
a great deal. And it is but right that at least one
examiner from each school should be on the Board to
see that full justice is done. Besideà their presence
assures the fact that the examinations will be what
they should be. These examiners are to hold their
appointments for three years, and are to be paid for
their services. In the matter of Preliminary or Gen-
eral and Classical examination, the Universities are
to give up their present right of conducting such
examinations themselves. And such examinations are
to be conducted by specially appointed examiners,
t-wo in Quebec and two in Montreal, one in each place
of French and one of English origin. These are the,
main facts of Dr. Ioward's proposed amendments,
and we may state that they have been unanimously
endorsed by all the teaching bodies in Montreal.

The Medico-COairurgical Society devoted two hours
and a-half to their discussion, and although a couple
of trivial alterations to the original draft were made,
the principle of the measure was unanimously endors-
ed by the Society. With this sign of activity from the
constituted Medical authorities of the Province, we
trust we have heard the last of that terrible -Medico-
Legal Bill, which was introduced by the. Hou. Mr.
Chapleau into the last session of the Quebec Legis-
lature.

MONTREAL GENERAL HOSPITAL.

This Institutibn is at present undergoing somo
alterations in the .Reid Wing, which will very
considerably improve its internal appearance.
Forrerly on each flat, (of which there are
three) there were two small and really very
badly ventilated and ill-lighted wards, with one
fair-sized ward. All these are now thrown into
one, making a good-aized:ward, well lighted, and

having as good ventilation as can be had. The
Small-Pox Wing bas been thoroughly disinfect-
ed, and is now used as two large general wards.
Its transmogrification was a few weeks ago
inaugurated by an evening concert in one of
the Wards. The Medical Staff have recom-
mended the appointment of-an Ophthalmie Sur-
geon, and we believe that the candidates will

be Dr. Buller and Dr. Proudfoot. The out-door
department, with a separate staff of Physicians
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-. which was established some eighteen nionths
ago-is working well and giving much satis-
faction.

THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS OF
ONTARIO.

The recent meeting of the Examining Board
of this body at Toronto, early in April, cannot,
if we are to judge from our two Toronto con-
temporaries-and by the Globe-be called a
success. The programme was not adhered to
-the reports concerning the written examina-
tions in some instances not being forthcoming
till long after the required time-thus compel-
ling the oral examinations to be put over, and
putting the students to considerable additional
expense. This state of things is bad enough,
but, when it is openly stated that the cause of
this delay was the over-indulgence of some of
the examiners, the accusation is one of a very
serious character. -A Mr. King, under bis own
signature,in the Globe,brings this charge against
them, and although Dr. Campbell of Toronto,
one of the Board-its Chairman, if we mistake
-not-denies the accusation, the information
which reaches us from several independent
sources forces us to believe that the charge is
net devoid of foundation. For instance it is
asserted that one of the examiners, while in a
mood more jovial than correct, passing through
a crowd of students waiting in one of the halls
pulled out some specimens from his pocket,
and, handing them to a student near him,asked

-.him to describe them, saying at the same time
he intended giving oral examinations on these
specimens,and would like them to be well up on
them. Information also reach's us that the
same examiner, in the same condition, entered
the Billiard Room of the Rossin Hiouse, and
attempted to examine some students who had
congregated there in the same irregular man-
ner. With such specifie charges as these, made
openly, we have no hesitation in saying that
the College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Ontario will be wanting in the performance of
their duty if they do not sift this matter to
the bottom.

THE CORPORATION AND THE " PUBLIC JOURNAL
OF HEALTH."

We have always thought that modesty was
an essential characteristic of an Editor-but a
somewhat severe shock was given to this idea

on our reading in the public prints that, on the
3rd of May, the Editor of the " Public Health
Journal " appeared before th, Sub-Committee
of-the Board of lealth and stated his willing-
ness to continue to publish the Mortuary Statis-
tics of the City of Montreal if the Corporation
would give bim a bonus of three hundred dol-
lars a year. What a cool proposition ; the
matter is, in the eyes of the Editor, of such
value to the citizens that they should pay for
ifs publication. Now we look at it in an en.
tirely different light. If the matter is valuable
and interesting to the publie it is good material
for hisjournal-and the price HE should pay the
Corporation for the privilege of publishing it
should be in proportion to the value which ho
believes it to be to his subscribers. That is
turning the tables en tirely we admit,and sorely
a' variance with tho views ofthe Editor of the
"Journal of Public Health." But we are an
old hand at the pen, while our confrère has
hardly got settled into harness, and this may
possibly account for the different light in which
we view these matters. We candidly think the
proposition of our editorial friend so absurd
that we regret to hoar that several members ol
the Committee actually seemed to favor it. Il
our sanitary friends in the Council have three
hundred dollars to spare we suggestthey divide
it out in the form of premiums to zealous
sanitary policeman, and leave the Journal of
Health to pay its publishing expenses from its
subseriptions and advertisements.

McGILL COLLEGE-SUMMER COURSE.

McGill College has organized a, Summer
Course, which commences this month, and we
have no doubt it will prove interesting to
students who, being in the City, can attend it
Dr. Ross gives lectures on Diagnosis-Dr.
Roddick on Minor Surgery--Dr. Baller or
Ophthalmic diseases-Dr. Girdwood on Prac
tical Chemistry-iDr. Osler on Practical His-
tology and Pathology-Dr. Gardner is down foi
a Course on Electro-therapeutics and the Prac
tical Application of Electricity, but this portior
of the Course cannot be given this session, ai
least by Dr. Gardner, as ho is at present i
Europe, and will be till the fall. Next siummer
when given, we believe it will be a most in
teresting and valuable addition to the Summe:
Course.
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Amendments to the Act of Incorporation of the
College of Physiciais and Surgeons, L. C., to
be proposed at the May meeting, by Dr. R. Pal-
mer Howard.

1st.-That the composition and mode of
election of the Provincial Medical Board at
present authorized by the Act of Incorporation
of the 'College of Physicians andl Surgeons of
the Province of Quebec, be not altered.

2nd. That section VII. 6f the Act of Incor-
poration of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, cap. xxvi, 10th and 11th Vict.- be cx-
punged.

3rd. That Section V. be thus amended:

The said Board of Governors shall be, and are
hereby constituted " The Provincial Medical
Board, " in which capacity they shall meet to
receive the reports of the " examiners " hereinafter
mentioned, and toperform the several duties devolv-
ing upon them under this Act as the Board of
Governors of the College, not less than once in each
year, at such'time and place as to them shall be
deemed most fit, and on which occasions, seven
shall be a' quorum, for the transaction of bu-
siness.

4th. That at the first regular meeting, of the
said Board, after the passing of this act there
-9 shall be.appointed, by the Provincial Medical
Board, " for three years, subject to the approval
<>f the Board, nine examiners, not Governors of
the College, five of whom shall be of Freneh
.and four of English origin, by whom all Can-
didates, for a license to practice medicine,
.surgery, and midwifery in this Province shall
be examined, in accordance with the by-laws,
ules and regulations of the Provincial Medical

Board." The examination to be written and
-oral, and as far as possible practical.

Of theabove examiners, one shall be chosen
from each of the four medical schools, now ex-
isting in the* Province, and the remaining- five
shall be chosen from amongst the registered
Medical practitioners not connected with any of
'the Medical schools.

5th. That at the first regular meeting o? said
Board after the passing of this act there shall
be appointed by the Provincial Medical. Board
f 6r three years (subject to the approval of
the Board) three persons actually engaged
in the work o? general education, to examine

all persons about to' begin the study of
medicine, surgery and midwifery, on the
subjects of general education hereinafter -men-
tioned as belonging to the preliminary qualifi-
cation of medical students, viz. One examiner
of French nationality resident in the city of
Quebec, and one of French and one of English
nationality resident in the city of Montreal.
The subjects of the preliminary qualification to
be English, French, Latin, geography, arithme-
tic, algebra, geometry and natural philosophy,
and the candidate to present a certificate of
good moral character.

6th. That every person wishing to obtain a
license to practice medicine, surgery and mid-
wifery in this Province, and to be registered
under this act, and who shall not have obtained
a license to practice' medicine, surgery and
midwifery in any of the provinces of the Domi-
nion of Canada before the expiration of six
months after the passing of this act, shall,
before being entitled to such license and to registra-
tion in this Province, possess a degree or diploma
from a Canadian university or college, or incor-
porated medical school, approved, by the Pro-
vincial Board, and pass an examination as to his
knowledge and skill for the efficient practice of
medicine, surgery and midwifery, before, the
exaniners appointed by this Board; and upon
passing the examination required, and proving
to the satisfaction of the examiners that he has
complied with the rules and regulations made
by the Provincial Board, and on payment of
such fees as the Board may by general by-law
establish, such person shall be entitled to a
license to practice medicine, surgery and mid-
wifery in this province, and to be registered,
and, in virtue of such registration, to practice
medicine, surgery and midwifery in the Pro.
,vince of Quebec. Provided, always, that when
and as soon as it shall appear that there has
been established a central examining board,
similar to that constituted by this act, or an
institution duly recognized by the Legislature
of any of the Provinces forming the Dominion
of Canada, other than Quebec, as the sole
examining body for the purpose of granting
certificates of qualification, and wherein the
curriculum shall be equal to that established in
Quebec, and the holder of such certificate shall
upon due proof be entitled to registration by
the Provincial Medical Board of Quebec, if the
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same privilego be acoorded by such examining
board or institution to those holding certificates
in Quebec. Provided, also, that it shall be
optional for the Provincial Medical Board to
admit to registration all such persons as are
duly registered in the medical register of Great
Britain, or are otherwise authorized to practice
medicine, surgery and midwifery in the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, upon
such terms as the Provincial Medical Board
may decm expedient.

That the " Provincial Medical Board:-

(1). Shall fron time to tnime, as occasion may
require, make rules and regulations for the
guidance of the " Examiners," and may pres-
cribe the subjects and mode of the examina-
tions, the time and. place of holding the same,
and generally may make aill such rules and
regulations in respect of Euch examinations not
contrary to the provisions of this act, as they
make them expodient and necessary,

(2), It shall regulate the study of Medicine,
Surgery and Midwifery by making rules with
regard to the preliminary qualifications, dura-
tion of study, ând curriculum of studies to be
followed by the students.

Provided always that such rules shall not be
contrary to the provisions of this act,-and
that any change in the curriculum of studies
fixed by the Board shall not come into effect
until one year after such change is made.

8th. That the Provincial Medical Board shall
bave the power to fix by law the salary or fees
to be paid to the " Officers," and to the " Exa-
miners " appointed by the said Board; as well,
also, the fees to be paid by all candidates enter-
ing on the study of miedicine, as also by all
candidates for the license to practice medicine,
surgery and midwifery, as well as the fee to be
paid for registration; and the said Board may
dispose of all fees received in whatever manner
they may think most conducive to the interests
of the College.

[These amendments were considered by the Board
of Governors of the College at their Semi-Annual
meeting, held in Montreal, on the 10th of May. We
have only time to say that in the main all the amend-
ments received the endorsation of the Board. It was
decided, however, thatthat portion of the 4th clause
should be altered, so as not to specify the numbers of
examiners, as regards nationality-simply that there

shall be nine examiners. It was. likewise decided
not to exclude Governors of the College from being
named examiners-but, if such appointment should
be accepted by them, they would be required to resign,
their Governorship; a committee was named to draft
a bill founded on the above amendments, and to be
ready to report at the October meeting of the Gover
nors.-Editor Record.]

PERSONAL.

Dr. R. A. Kpnnedy, of Montreal, who bas passed
the winter at Canon City, Colorado returned to Mon-
treal on the 5th of May. His friends will be glad to
know that bis health bas greatly improved, and that
there is every reason to hope that bis restoration is
complete. We hope shortly to publish from his pen,
some interesting papers on Colorado, as a resort for,
invalids.

Dr. Jas. A. Sewell, of Quebec, has been unaninmous-
ly re-eeleted Dean of the Medical Faculty of Laval
UJniversity.

Dr. G. W. Cappbell, Dean of the Medical Facul-
ty of McGill College, proposes, we learn, to return to
Canada from Europe the end of May.

Dr. Clinton J. Morse, M.D., Univ. Edin., 1862,
and lately of Amherst, N.S., has commenced prac-
tice in Montreal, at 13 Bleury Street.

Dr. Molson and Dr. R. L. MacDonnell Jr. have,
we are informed, been appointed Assistant Demon-
strators. of Anatomy in McGill College. Both,
these gentlemèn are at present in Europe.

Dr'. Buller,'of Montreal, is to deliver a Course of
Lectures during the Summer on Ophthalmia,forming
part of the summer course whièh is to be given for
the first time this summer by the Medical Faculty of
McGill College.

Dr. J. P. rynn is Medical officer of Health for
Ottawa City.

Dr. William Gardner, of Montreal, sailed from
New York on the 22nd of April, per S.S. England of
the National Line, for Europe, where he intends to.

pass about five months.
Dr. Blackader (M.D., of McGill College), and

Dr. W. F. Scott, passed their Primary examination.
before the Royal College of Surgeons of England, in
the first week of April.

SBIRTU.

At Dunham Flats, Que., on the 25th April, the wife of À.
D. Stevens, M.A., M.D. ~of a son.

in Waddington, N U. S., on the 1st May, the wife of,
John Morrison M.A.,M.D., of a son.

DIEID.
At Sunnyside, Ayr, Scotland, on the 28th April, James

Mason, M.D., f ormerly of St. Annesi Que.


